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Origin of the Five Elements 
 

The Beaverton Evening Writers Group is a cohesive bunch of sci-fi and fantasy authors. Located in 

western Oregon, we’ve been meeting for years, rummaging through each other’s words, offering 

both praise and criticism. Now, with a growing list of published short stories and full-length novels, 

we invite you to sample our work. 

 

For this venture, we gave ourselves an assignment: Pen a short story including five elements (tossed 

randomly into the pot by members on hand). Despite these shared elements, seven unique stories 

tapped their way to our keyboards. We hope you enjoy discovering how each of us incorporated— 

An alien 

A ghost 

A spaceship 

A conflict with the boss 

And…a fireplace poker 

  

—The Beaverton Evening Writers Group 
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Authors’ Note 
 

What better way for authors to invest in our communities and careers than to support literacy in our 

future readers. We are delighted to report that all profits from the sale of the Five Elements 

Anthology will help support the Willamette Writers’ literacy program, Books for Kids. 

 

 

 

                        

 

 

Books For Kids collects and distributes books to underprivileged youth in over 75 agencies and 

organizations throughout Oregon and SW Washington. Through grants, donations, and partnering 

with local companies to raise funds for book purchases, we are able to purchase new books. We also 

collect both new and like new children’s books as donations from a variety of sources, including 

book drives and other donation programs. To learn more about Willamette Writers and the Books 

for Kids program, go to willamettewriters.com/booksforkids 

Every Child Should Have A Book To Call Their Very Own! 

  

http://willamettewriters.com/booksforkids
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Ghost Ship 
 

By D. Wallace Peach 

 

 

Crystal glitters in the firelight, clear Artemisia glazing the sides of twin goblets. The stone room 

glows warmly, golden compared to the cool opalescence of her body and pinpricks of starlight 

drifting beneath her skin. She wears the same sheer silk shift of their first encounter. Gossamer as 

cobwebs, the skirt’s slit panels reveal slender legs and bare feet. Hair, pale as quicksilver, glints in the 

candlelight as slanted, emerald eyes regard the old captain. 

He lingers at the port, a stooped man dying of old bones, his life years beyond a common span, 

his hair a thin, white halo over a spotted scalp. How she loves him, this alien, for how many 

lifetimes, for how many hundreds of years. 

“Caspar?” She joins him for the view, handing him a goblet.  

“Juliette?” he replies with a smile, as if they are newly met strangers, his blue eyes bright despite 

the pain shredding his flesh. Their goblets chime and they sip the sweet liquor. Outside the ark 

slowly rotates, the star-swept expanse of space glittering beyond the ship’s outer rings, Earth’s last 

survivors contained within its sleek, metal hull. 

“I always meant to ask you”—he rests a gnarled hand on the clear visi-glass of the port—“why 

did you leave the view of the ship, why not mountains or a lake, something befitting your 

imagination?”  

“So, we’ll both remember where we are and what’s important.” She gazes at the revolving rings, 

their tiny, round ports like a strand of luminescent pearls in a black sea. “Come sit by the fire, Love.” 

She takes his hand and leads him to the wide hearth, settling him on the chaise and lifting his feet. 

“You spoil me,” he chuckles as she tucks a fur around his skeletal legs. “Soon you’ll have to 

find a younger man.” 

“The future isn’t foretold,” she says, trickling a thimbleful of fragrant liquor into his goblet. 

“Nor is it guaranteed.” 
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“I suppose a virus is unencumbered by time,” he says, a slight wistfulness to his voice. “You are 

as young and enchanting as the day we met.” 

The old reference stings, though she knows he speaks in jest. “And why are Earthlings so 

invested in time? You are so determined to die.” She sits on the edge of the chaise, her goblet on a 

small, carved table beside her. 

“The bane and beauty of life,” he replies. “Makes it rather romantic in a poignant sort of way. 

You would have made a splendid princess, Juliette, wooed by a dashing knight in a castle such as 

this. I love those ancient legends.” 

“I know.” Gently she kisses him and then rests her shimmering cheek against the sharp bones 

of his skull, careful that her touch is light. To her, he is still the gallant captain, tall and broad-

shouldered, his eyes moon-blue, chestnut hair a long mane of curls in spite of regulations. With a 

sigh, he closes his eyes, not asleep but resting, his face content.  

Before they first met, she created this room for him, and the illusion has morphed only by small 

degrees over the centuries. The soaring stone walls and vaulted ceiling are original, as well as the 

marble columns and floor. The giant chandelier with its dripping, crystal teardrops has lost a 

measure of sparkle as she slowly dismantles it, but the rest she’s fashioned with exquisite detail: 

dusky rose drapes with curved swags, the immense hearth, hundreds of ancient tomes in mahogany 

cases, smoky candlelight and gleaming mirrors, carved chairs and elegant tables, tapestries of 

bearded men hunting wild beasts, paintings of pink-skinned ladies with golden hair. She takes it all in 

as her eyes dew and the stars in her arms swirl. 

“You created all this for me, didn’t you?” he asks as he gazes at her. 

“Yes, over time.” She rises and shifts the logs in the coals with the iron poker’s hooked end.  

“It’s been a magical life, Juliette. Thank you.” 

“We’ve lived many lives together, and I suspect we will again.” 

“Well, my ghost, until the next one.” He smiles, clearly disbelieving her wisdom. Then he dons 

a valiant face and rises, clutching her arm, his body trembling. At the portal, she kisses him, pours 

her light into him, once again sensing the young captain of ages ago.  

His hand flutters over the sensor and the panel opens. Light-nodes gleam down the gently 

arcing hallway, illuminating tan walls and gray carpet with the muted glow of designated night. The 

distant drone of the ventilation system serves as a backdrop to conversational voices. A pair of 

young crewmen in common blues nod and step aside as their captain shuffles into the corridor and 

the panel glides closed. 

** 
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Two crewmen on his heels, Lieutenant Quinn Morales strides the curved corridor toward the 

holocell. He runs a hand through his black hair, certain a cut looms in his near future. That and a 

shave, his stubbled chin against the old dress code he suspects will make a prompt reappearance. A 

nagging headache forces him to squint, the light-nodes particularly harsh—or perhaps it’s his mood 

that grates, or the rare foods he didn’t get to eat, or Captain Landry’s hurried assumption of 

command. Whatever the reason, his blood pounds on his brain and his nerves could use the stability 

of a stiff drink.  

Caspar Chevall’s remembrance service had scarcely concluded when Landry hustled his officers 

from the post-assimilation celebration into the amphitheater for his promotion, oath of service, and 

acceptance speech. A stocky bull with a buzzed, blond top and something to prove, Landry’s first 

order entails shutting down Chevall’s holocell and beginning a system-wide purge of the virus, a 

protocol that will require the entire night to complete. 

“The captain’s hardly cold,” Wilton mutters to Longrow, the men trailing, clearly as perturbed 

about the assignment as he.  

Quinn smiles at the fondness behind the sentiment. The old captain was a hero to the crew, 

well-respected, even well-loved. Long before most of them were born, he relaxed the ark’s non-

operational codes and customs. Rumor suggested he was something of a renegade as a younger man 

and wasn’t one to apply a different standard to the crew. As captain, he made life comfortable, 

turned a thousand military stiffs into a functional family with oversight of sixty thousand civilians. 

Life was good under Caspar, even if he loved his holo. 

“Landry’s going to have us saluting, pressing our blues, and polishing boots,” Longrow grouses, 

the lanky crewman’s fist absently thumping the wall as he walks. “No one’s had to do that in near 

eighty years.” 

“Haircuts,” Wilton groans. “Guard duty.” 

“Fitness standards.” Longrow chuckles. “Good luck with that, Ben.” 

“Remember the first time we saw her?” Wilton clears his throat, ignoring the gibe. 

“Who could forget? No wonder he wouldn’t shut the thing down. I wouldn’t either, virus or 

no.” 

“We have to do it,” Wilton complains. “Caspar probably should’ve done it himself. The 

program’s infected the ship’s autonomic and nervous systems. That’s pretty serious.” 

“Right, and we know this because nothing bad has happened in four hundred years?” Longrow 

thumps the wall. “What if the old captain was right? What if we shouldn’t shut her down? What if 

something terrible will happen if we do?” 
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Quinn turns on his heel to face the junior crewmen who nearly stumble into him. He gives 

them a hard eye that belies the anxiety gripping his own chest. “Caspar Chevall is dead. We’re under 

Landry’s command, now. Orders are orders. Make sure you remember that.” 

“But Quinn,” Longrow persists. “What if Caspar was right?” 

“Lieutenant,” Quinn corrects him, and then softens his voice, “We better get used to it.” 

The lanky man’s shoulders sag. “Lieutenant, what if he was right? What if the ghost shuts down 

respiration? If the nervous system goes, nothing will communicate with anything else. We’ll be a 

floating piece of space junk full of dead bodies.” 

The “ghost,” that’s what the old captain called her. With a sigh, Quinn leans on the wall. He 

doesn’t trust the assignment any more than they. “If the holo shuts down the system, we purge and 

reboot.” 

His pudgy face in a frown, Wilton clears his throat. “What if she has a weapon or something? 

Blows us up?” 

A smile quirks up the corner of Quinn’s lips. “Holos are holos. You’re getting a little carried 

away, crewman.” 

“Caspar, I mean Captain Chevall,” Longrow persists. “He refused to shut her down. Why?” 

“Maybe he was in love with his holo,” Quinn suggests. 

Longrow scratches an eyebrow. “But—”  

“But this conversation is over. We have orders.” Quinn narrows his eyes, discouraging any 

further argument, and sets off again down the corridor. He’ll assess, in no more hurry than they to 

blow himself up, despite the orders. 

Outside the holocell, he motions to Wilton and Longrow to halt. “You’re on the portal.” His 

hand brushes past the sensor, activating the chime. When the panel slides open, he steps backwards 

in astonishment. 

“See what I mean,” Wilton whispers and clears his throat. 

The holo is stunning, standing in the room’s vaulted center, waiting for him. Galaxies of blue 

light in her luminous skin appear to mutate, swirl, and shift into a shade closer to violet. Green eyes 

glitter softly as the slightest smile edges her lips, welcoming him. “Join me, Quinn.” She moves 

gracefully, her movements fluid, the silk of her indigo shift rippling against her legs like water.  

“You know my name?” he asks, fleetingly noting her access to the ship’s memory. 

“I’m Juliette.” From a small table she picks up two goblets, one extended toward him. 

Shutting his mouth, he glances at the gawking crewmen and enters the room, waving the portal 

closed behind him. “This place is amazing.” He accepts the goblet and sniffs the liquor.  
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“Artemisia, Caspar’s favorite,” she says, taking a sip. “I created this room from the ship’s 

memory templates and the captain’s imagination. He possessed a sensory awareness brimming with 

detail, and he loved Earth’s ancient histories.” 

“I’ve never seen anything like it.” While she watches, he wanders the room, his fingers trailing 

along chiseled stone, wood scrollwork, rich tapestries, brocades and damasks, an ancient globe he 

sets spinning on its axis. He gazes up at the glittering crystal chandelier, sweeps his fingers through 

candle-flame, startling at the burning heat. “I can see why the captain found it hard to leave this 

place.” 

“There was no need. Your ship is peaceful, this galaxy without threat. You could travel for 

millennia without strife.” 

“That’s hard to imagine,” he states, though he has no idea why. Four hundred years have passed 

since they departed Earth, and nothing perilous has occurred in all that time. 

“Though I’ve deeply loved every one of you I’ve encountered,” she explains with a glint in her 

eye, “Earthlings are still by nature ardently primitive. You’re wonderfully charming, adventurous 

beings, yet you defy logic to your own detriment. You garb yourselves in your sentiments.”  

“Coloring our every choice,” he says with a laugh. She speaks the truth; he’s made his share of 

decisions based on a hot head or lusty heart, with mixed results—decidedly more sour than sweet.  

He pauses before a tall, ornately carved tower that looks oddly like a timepiece and cants his 

head toward it. “A clock?” 

“Time is amorphous, Quinn.” She joins him. “Your construct of time doesn’t exist here.” 

“It has twelve numbers instead of twenty.” 

“According to Caspar, on Earth your days were divided into twenty-four segments, two 

rotations of these arrows.” Her fingertips touch the glass face. “All based on the rotation of your 

planet.” 

“We divided the rotation into twelfths?” He chuckles. “That’s so peculiar.” 

“Custom,” she replies. “It appears your early civilization counted finger joints instead of fingers. 

Each of your human fingers has three joints.” 

“No odder I suppose than a system based on ten fingers and toes,” he marvels, continuing his 

survey of the room, vaguely aware his headache is gone. He pauses before a stone staircase that 

curves as it rises from sight. “May I?” 

“Of course.” Appearing content to wait out his exploration, she accepts his goblet and curls on 

a chaise, tucking her feet under her legs. 

Fascinated by the moss on the stone walls, he ascends the narrow stair, its treads worn smooth 

as though others have climbed this way for thousands of years. Minute details astonish him, down to 
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the acrid smell of the smoke coiling from fiery torches. At the landing, he encounters a sturdy wood 

door, ironbound and riveted, set on heavy hinges. He takes a moment to figure out the latch and 

swings it open.  

The round room is a bedchamber with no ordinary bed. If forced to describe it, he would say it 

looks like a primordial tree, a colossal version of the arboretum’s meticulous cultivation. Gnarled 

roots curve outward, cradling a sleeping pallet strewn with blankets of gray fur. Serpentine branches 

arc overhead, draped with sheer webbing that billows gently in a warm breeze. He rests a hand on a 

branch and strokes the fur, holding his breath. Outside the open windows, a verdant world borders 

a silver expanse of sea, twin blue moons rippling on the waves. If the rest of the holo strikes him as 

Earthly, this is decidedly alien. 

When he returns to the main room, she pats the chaise, inviting him to sit beside her. 

“You know why I’m here,” he says, sinking to the plush velvet, the goblet again in his hands. 

She smells alluringly of…flowers. 

“Your captain believes I’m a virus infecting your ship. He wishes me eradicated and intends to 

destroy me even though in all these years I’ve done nothing to harm you.” 

“I’m sorry.” He sips the Artemisia, the heady flavor coating his tongue as he avoids her eyes. 

His regret feels genuine, though it makes little sense to him. She’s a holo, like all the other programs 

he’s activated and deactivated, hundreds of times in his thirty years. 

“What would you do, Quinn, if I told you that I am your savior? That in destroying me, you will 

only destroy yourselves? That all your lives will come to an abrupt end, and you’ll never see a day of 

the years stretching ahead?” 

His eyes narrow as the muscles in his neck tense. “Is that a threat?” 

“A warning of a consequence over which I have no control.” She rises and glides to the massive 

stone hearth. From the timber mantel, she lifts an ivory box, its sides carved with roses. When she 

returns, she sits closely beside him, her thigh and shoulder touching his, the box offered in her palm. 

His goblet set aside, he accepts the box. “What is it?” 

“Your data-crystal.” She strokes the lid’s carvings as she rests her cheek on his shoulder. With 

her fingertips, she pinches the ivory handle and opens it. Inside, a softly glowing crystal, larger than 

any he’s ever seen, rests in a slotted base. 

“Why are you giving me this?” He twists to study her, not understanding. Was it a dare? A plea? 

A threat?   

“Because you will find it,” she whispers, her voice infused with unfeigned yearning and regret. 

She lifts her gaze to him, green eyes flecked with silver, the silk of her hair and dress brushing his 
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forearm. “I can’t stop you if your wish is destruction. I can only ask that you trust me as Caspar 

trusted me. Have faith that I would never do anything to harm the ship or all her lives.” 

Quinn rakes a hand through his unruly hair, the conversation disconcerting, the nearness of her 

body, her scent, and the feel of her distracting. He’s having a debate with a holo as if she’s a person, 

an alien albeit, but close enough. Disentangling himself, he stands and walks to the hearth, tamping 

down an unexpected surge of blood and desire. This isn’t supposed to be happening. He stares at 

the crystal, at the leaping flames, aware of the heat, the whole display so incredibly tangible. “I have 

orders,” he says, releasing a long exhale. 

“Then grant me a few intervals of your favor.” She raises her empty goblet and tilts her head 

toward the crystal decanter. “I ask only that you glimpse what you’ll destroy before deciding our 

fates.” 

The way she phrased it gives him pause, and he struggles to shake his uncertainty. He can’t do 

anything now without apprising Landry of the situation, and it won’t hurt to have evidence 

corroborating or contradicting the established suspicions. The excuse to linger sounds plausible 

enough. He nods, the brief reprieve welcome. 

The holo smiles and rises to kiss him. 

** 

Hands behind his back, Quinn stands before Captain Landry’s desk, giving his oral report. Placards 

and framed memorabilia dug from the ship’s archives checker monotone walls, every indication that 

Caspar Chevall existed neatly erased and replaced. The thought depresses him well beyond the 

surface presentation. 

A first-class prick, Landry doesn’t offer a seat or cup of kava. He doesn’t glance up once from 

the graphic submission Quinn tendered earlier that morning, the report scrolling down a holo-screen 

at the desk’s corner. Quinn isn’t sure the man’s even listening. “In summary, Sir, based on the 

innocuous nature of the virus and our long history of coexistence, I recommend we take no action 

to purge it.” 

“It’s a holo, Lieutenant.” Landry taps the screen and it vanishes. “A fabrication. A program 

with a flaw, a serious flaw.” 

“I appreciate your reasoning, Sir,” Quinn states, careful with his words. “The ghost 

acknowledges the virus and insists it’s dangerous to us only if we try to remove it.” 

“Ghost?” Landry barks a laugh. “You sound like Chevall.” 

“I understand his word choice.” Quinn meets the captain’s steely eyes. “The holo isn’t your 

typical data-point; she’s too multi-dimensional, too real to have been invented. I believe she was 

modeled after a living alien.” 
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“And your ghost says she can’t control this cataclysmic event that will occur if we shut her 

down. How convenient for her.”  

“I have no reason to assume otherwise.” 

“How do you know this virus isn’t a chrono-bomb set for some future date?” Landry raises a 

blond eyebrow. “With or without the holo’s knowledge? The thing has infiltrated the ship’s major 

systems including defense, Lieutenant.” 

“How do we know it isn’t symbiotic at this point, Captain? We could be interdependent.” 

“You reason she was a living alien. That implies this holo is an alien program, an implant. What 

if it’s waiting for outside activation?” 

“An invasion?” Quinn doesn’t know whether to laugh or cry. That thought never occurred to 

him, but why would it? He trusts the ghost, believes her, and in some marvelous, mysterious way, 

he’s in love with her. “Captain, it’s been over a hundred years since we even discovered the 

infection.” 

“How long is that to an alien species?” Landry narrows his eyes, the smirk on his lips cold. 

“Captain, she’s not dangerous. I’m certain of it. She has no reason to destroy us or herself.” 

“She’s a fucking holo, Lieutenant. Of course, she’d destroy herself. Why not, she’s a program. 

Programs are programmed.” 

“She’s more than that. She’s—” Quinn’s jaw clenches as he clamps down on his emotions.  

The captain leans back in his chair, studying him with eyes sharp enough to cut. “You’ve come 

under her spell, same as Chevall.” 

Quinn forces himself to engage the captain’s gaze, though the urge to look away borders on 

irresistible. He exhales a slow breath. “There’s something happening here we don’t fully understand. 

I urge you to reconsider. Go meet her, spend a few intervals in her company, and make an 

assessment for yourself. It’s imperative, Captain, that you choose the correct course here. Our lives 

depend on it.” 

“Is that an order, Lieutenant?” Landry asks, the icy demeanor taking on a pall of threat. 

“Chevall was a fool to keep this ghost alive. He risked this ship and everyone on it. You’ll go back 

there, Lieutenant, and this time you’ll obey my orders or start a three years stint in lockup.” 

“Yes, Sir.” Quinn’s back stiffens, further argument pointless.  

 “Good.” Landry taps the air and the holo-screen reappears at his fingertips. “Portence, Systems 

Engineering and Integration.” 

“Captain, Portence here.” The feminine voice clicks on, all business. 

“Lieutenant Morales is in my office. Explain the action.” 
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“Hey…” Quinn hears her catch herself before she slaps him with a droll greeting. She flips 

swiftly to operational details, “At exactly 17:00, we’re shutting down the entire ship, everything, and 

I mean everything, Quinn, uh, Lieutenant—respiration, rotation, communication—you name it. 

We’ve got eight intervals before life-support becomes a concern, so no problem there. Having 

communication and circulation down is inconvenient, but we can override locally if necessary. It’s 

the loss of sim-grav that’s going to be a nightmare right from the start. The whole place is going to 

lift off, so the quicker we get this done, the better. How much time do you need to deactivate the 

holo?” 

 Quinn’s hand scrapes through his hair, primarily to conceal his fury, his report an obvious 

exercise in futility. In fact, he’s certain Landry began planning this before Chevall died. “Fifteen 

minutes,” he replies. “I know where she keeps the data-crystal.” 

“We’ll give you thirty,” Portence states. “Then we reboot and restore with our purged back-up. 

No sweat.” 

“This is a go, Ensign. No second chances here,” Landry warns her. “We’re taking this holo’s 

threat seriously.” 

“Yes, Sir,” Portence practically snaps a salute over the com.  

The captain taps her out and looks at Quinn. “Don’t screw this up, Morales.” 

“I’ll handle it, Sir.” 

“Where does she keep the data-crystal?” 

Quinn pauses. “An ivory box on the fireplace mantel.” 

“I’m putting a security unit outside the holocell as backup.” 

“Yes, Sir. 

“You have a problem, Lieutenant?” 

“No, Sir.” 

“Then get the fuck out of here and do your duty.” 

“Yes, Sir.” Quinn salutes, turns on his heel, and strides from the office. He marches around the 

corridor’s bend and punches the wall, the blood in his veins on fire. He wants to throttle the man. 

Technically, the order makes sense—a realization that burns him. It’s almost risk free unless the 

threat is hardwired or somehow cloaked, or external, or…it all just seems so improbable. The peril 

Juliette presents is most likely a ploy, whether she knows about it or not, a holographic self-

preservation program, or something odd like that. Perhaps the designer couldn’t bear to see his 

creation destroyed, which is exactly what would happen if the ship died. So why kill the ship? 
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His back to the wall, he hangs his head. He’s in love with a holo, a ghost of an alien, after only a 

few intervals. Another rush of anger surges through him, jealousy of Chevall’s position as captain, 

his freedom to choose for himself, to live an entire lifetime with his love regardless of what or who 

she is. Chevall hadn’t cared and neither does he.  

Yet, if he doesn’t follow orders, someone else will. He can see Landry charging in there with a 

security detail, blind to the beauty, bent on destruction. The bullish man will put an end to Juliette, 

her candles and clock, her tapestries and spinning globe, her sparkling crystal chandelier, and all the 

intricate details of her world. He can’t let that happen. 

For a moment, he shuts his eyes and rests his head back, calming his rampaging feelings and 

slowing his heart. He hauls in a deep breath and lets it slowly blow through him. He spent a magical 

night in her tree bed, bathed in the light of twin moons. Not engaged in what he ordinarily defined 

as sex but in a sublime sensory rapture, every nerve in his body alive with…love. It was an 

experience beyond ecstasy, an immersion in sound, color, smell, taste, and touch, the swell of 

emotion pulsing through him in rhythm with the waves of her alien sea. She was luminescent, 

almost translucent, the galaxies within her body rippling with light, her eyes emerald fire. She played 

him like music, all parts of him in perfect harmony, until the final crescendo erupted from his soul 

and—  

“You alright, Quinn?” 

His eyes pop open to find Portence looking up at him.  

“Right as everyone else, Selene.”  

The cute redhead rolls her eyes, a commentary he fully understands. “He’s an ass. We’ll work 

around him.”  

“It won’t be easy,” Quinn warns her. “The captain’s no fool.” 

“Whatever. I could kill Chevall for dying on us.” She quirks her lips and punches his bicep. 

“You good with this plan?” 

“No. Yes, it makes sense and it’ll work. But no.”  

She crosses her arms. “It’s the holo, isn’t it?  

A shrug lifts his shoulders.  

“Chevall couldn’t fool me and neither can you. Longrow and Wilton have been slathering over 

her since they first started holodeck duty. Talk about cushy detail, by the way. So, she’s something 

else, isn’t she?” When he doesn’t reply, she smiles knowingly. “We all fall for holos, Quinn. I have 

my own little pirate program that’s good for a romp. Sex in a hammock; I swear I’d lose my mind 

without it. So, I get it.” 

“She’s not like other holos, Selene.”  
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 “Yeah, that’s what we all say, lover-boy.”  

“No, I’m serious. I’d swear she’s…sentient.” He glances down the hall, his suspicions 

demanding a voice. “What if she is conscious? What if she’s—”  

“Quinn,” Selene interrupts him. “She’s a holo. She even showed you her crystal.”  

His head drops back and he blows out a sigh. “You’re right. Forget I asked. I don’t know what 

I’m thinking.”  

A sly smile dimples her cheek as she leans in and lowers her voice. “Listen, after the deed is 

done, bring me her data-crystal. I’ll stay up way past my bedtime, back her up, wipe the anomalies, 

virus, whatever is screwing with the ship, and reload the whole program. You can have your own 

private love nest—and owe me big time.”  

 “You can do that?” The possibility staggers him, and he can’t imagine why he didn’t think of it.  

“Give me a break.” She twists her face in disbelief. “You command officers probably think 

dark-matter warp-drives are high tech. Ever think of joining the twenty-eighth century?” 

“Why didn’t Chevall have you do that?” 

“He was pretty sure it’s alien, the crystal larger than ours for one, and he didn’t want me to 

mess with it. I offered.” 

“She says shutting her down will destroy us.” 

“Listen, we’ve got it covered.” She glances down the corridor toward the captain’s office. “I 

need to run. Bring me that data-crystal. If it can be fixed, I’ll fix it.” 

** 

“Will you toss another log on the fire?” Juliette asks. Quinn gazes at her from the mantel where he 

sips his Artemisia, his face aglow in the warm light. She laughs at the wonder in his eyes and rises to 

join him. “You Earthlings are so bound by your artificial environment; you retain no memories of 

ordinary planetary life.”  

“I understand fire,” he says, an indignant smirk on his face as he rests his goblet on the mantel. 

“I’ve just never tended one.” He picks up a log and awkwardly places it within the hearth, careful 

not to burn his fingers. 

“Now use the poker to shift the wood and coals beneath,” she instructs. “That will shake off 

the ash suffocating the flames.” He picks up the iron poker, studies the contraption’s hooked end, 

and stabs at the wood.  

The flames leap to life and he smiles as he turns to her. With his fingers, he traces the tails of 

falling stars that curl and shift in her arms even as he touches them. She looks up into his dark eyes, 

threads her fingers in his black hair, drawing his forehead to rest against hers. She loves these 
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humans so effortlessly, so completely, their entire beings suited to her need for connection. She is 

symbiotic, incapable of living in solitude, as though they embody her sustenance, her breath, the 

lifeblood of her being.  

They are capable of immense love, devotion that consumes, that ignites the cells and nerves of 

their bodies as it radiates in limitless light. Yet, all the while, their incredible power lies entangled 

with fragile innocence, the naiveté of a new species with an insatiable urge to explore boundaries 

and test their wills. Their love is veiled with fear, and in that pairing, she beholds the poignancy that 

fills her with such hope and sadness. 

“I haven’t eaten anything like that before,” he says. “It was real, wasn’t it? Real food.” 

The galaxy beneath her skin glitters as she laughs, face lifted to kiss him. “Your mind lingers on 

food?” 

“Everything, Juliette. I’m mesmerized, enchanted by you and your world. I could stay here 

forever, for the rest of my life.” He picks her up easily, and she wraps her legs around his waist, the 

sheer panels of her silk shift leaving her legs bared. Her hands clasp behind his neck as he carries her 

up the narrow stair and sinks to the edge of her bed. With a smile, he reclines, her slender body 

straddling his.  

“Your captain no longer wishes to erase me?” she asks, leaning over him, her quicksilver hair 

falling forward into a molten pool by his head. 

The peace in his face falters. “I wouldn’t say that,” he admits. “But I have no intention of losing 

you. I can’t. I love you.” 

“Do you trust me?” she asks. 

“I love you. I trust you completely.” He draws her down, his lips to her neck and chest. “Do 

you trust me?” 

“Yes,” she replies, without a choice, his betrayal never guaranteed. 

On the bed of gray fur, she engages in a dance of souls, offering him the sensuous experience 

of flesh that Earthlings so desire. She is responsive, radiating, probing the networks of his physical 

body with tendrils of light and energy. Subtle ripples of electricity activate the neurons in his skin, 

pulse with his blood, and breach the barriers of his brain. She surges through his thoughts, leaving 

his mind open, present, without the limitations wrought by fear. He is so terribly thirsty for love that 

she streams it into him, his soul expanding, flooding first the room, then blasting through the tower 

windows in a torrent of bliss. He is enraptured, uncontained, and borderless, one with the entire 

galaxy. She dances in him, thriving in his power, enriched by his love, her essence pure white light. 

A shift in his presence draws her into her body, waking her. The sheer webbing draped from 

the smooth branches billows as the door closes. On the windowsill, the candle has burned low, wax 

puddling and dripping in a long, bubbled strand down the wall. She rises and treads silently down 
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the staircase, the light in her opalescent body darkening as she recognizes once again the looming 

betrayal.  

He stands by the hearth, the ruby coals casting crimson shadows across his naked chest. In his 

palm, he holds the box, its lid already removed and resting on the mantel. His eyes dart up as he 

senses her presence, an expression of guilt or agony contorting his face. “I’m not betraying you,” he 

insists, desperately, stepping away from her. “I’m saving you.” 

“I beg you,” she whispers. “Don’t remove it. You don’t understand what you do; you don’t 

understand what you risk. Please, Quinn. Trust me, I beg you.” She slowly approaches him, her 

hand reaching for the box. 

His eyes shift to the clock, trying to discern the time, to make the intricate conversions. He 

retreats from her reach, backing toward the wall and the port. “We’re going to purge the virus from 

the ship,” he explains. “But I have a friend who’ll clean your data-crystal and give it back to me.” 

“No. You don’t understand,” she implores him, following after him. “I’m not a virus. You need 

me. Please, I’ll tell you everything I know. I’ll tell you the truth.” 

Her words scarcely seem to register, his mind closed to all but his desperation. “I love you, 

Juliette. I have orders, but I won’t do anything to harm you. I love you.” He glances uselessly toward 

the clock face and then looks through the port. When she takes another careful step, his fingers 

reach into the box, the warning stark on his face.  

“Quinn, wait.” Her hands up, she retreats and sits on the chaise, calming the swirling light of 

her skin, the color muting to a soft blue. His tension eases and she breathes with him.  

“What do you mean, you’ll tell me the truth?” he asks quietly, his eyes on the ark’s rotating 

rings. 

“I love you, Quinn.” She smiles, her face softening. “I love you all and plead for the lives of 

every soul on this ship. I’m not a ghost, Quinn. I’m not a holo,” she whispers. “You’re—”  

Outside, the port-lights blink out. Quinn startles, fear rife in his eyes as he plucks the gem from 

the slot.  

“—the ghosts.” 

Box and crystal clatter to the marble floor. 

Utterly alone, Juliette sits in silence for what seems an eternity. Slowly her form relaxes into its 

alien shape, a luminous mass of dancing light, a prism without hard edges, enclosed in an ethereal 

skin. Her castle is unchanged, candlelit, rich in detail, a sensory paradise. And devoid of all life but 

hers. She rises from the chaise and moves fluidly, rippling like water to the port. Outside the galaxy 

glimmers like diamond dust on black silk, and in the dim light of distant suns, she can make out the 

ragged edge of one broken ring on a dead ship. 
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She flows toward the data-crystal, examining it and finding what she expects, a faint crack 

through its center, the world inside irreparably corrupted. Two centuries ago, she discovered the 

interstellar ark of corpses, her own ship damaged by the same spraying debris of a white dwarf gone 

supernova. Phasing her command module into the holocell took mere moments, but accessing the 

ark’s memory, making repairs, and encapsulating the data took more than twenty-four Earthling 

years. She didn’t have any data-crystals large enough and improvised, using sixty teardrop crystals 

from the chandelier she found in the ship’s amphitheater. They serve, but far from perfectly—each 

works only once.   

She sighs and smiles, human gestures she’s no longer free of, among other habits collected over 

time. She resumes her human shape, better for climbing on the chair that she drags to a spot below 

the chandelier. From the hearth, she retrieves the fireplace poker, and then standing on the chair’s 

seat, she reaches up to hook and retrieve a crystal, one of five large teardrops remaining.  

With the poker returned to the hearthstone, she picks up the ivory box, relieved to find it intact. 

She walks to the port, and with trembling fingers, inserts the crystal in the slot. Before her eyes, the 

slowly rotating rings reappear, their pearls of light sweeping slowly through a dark void. With a sigh 

of relief, she quickly returns the box to the mantel and pours two crystal goblets of Artemisia.  

The portal chimes and glides open. Outside, in the corridor, light-nodes glow softly on the tan 

walls and the ventilation system hums. A pair of wide-eyed crewmen in blues, gape at her with chins 

hanging. Between them stands a handsome young man, tall and broad-shouldered with sparkling 

blue eyes and a long mane of chestnut hair. 

A smile crosses her lips as her heart leaps ahead. In the center of the vaulted room, in her sheer 

silk shift, she lifts the goblets and offers one. 

The captain steps into the room and waves a hand across the sensor, the door clipping the 

noses of the gawking crewmen as it closes. “You’re not exactly what I expect to find when 

investigating a virus.” He accepts the goblet.  

“I’m Juliette.” 

“Captain Caspar Chevall at your service.” 

 

>>><<< 
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Peace Treaty 
 

By Sheron Wood McCartha 

 

 

Captain John Hennessy struggled against his bonds while glaring at the smug alien who stood in 

front of him. At least, he suspected the straight-line gash near the mouth area and the squinting 

angled orbs on the upper quadrant of the triangular face reflected that state of mind. Alien body 

language was tricky to read at best. 

Three limbs waved in the air before him, the appendages extending and contracting with 

apparent glee. 

The Captain’s translator burped. "... have found the hidden stash of Earth weapons proving 

that your species is violent and not to be trusted. The Overlord will refuse to sign the treaty." The 

alien glowed a pale, sunshine yellow. 

Hennessy closed his eyes in chagrin, thinking of the hidden ion disrupters and atomic fission 

fuse hidden in a bulkhead of his ship, primed and ready. Their discovery would surely destroy any 

chance of a trade agreement at the upcoming peace treaty between the Iilijahas and Earth. 

But Hennessy played a mean game of poker and frantically cast about for a way to save the 

situation.  

"I demand you release me!" You three-armed freak. But of course, he could not say that aloud. He 

shifted back and forth, testing the bonds, but nothing gave. Then he gazed about the bridge of the 

Intrepid, supposedly one of several benign consort ships tasked to accompany the flagship carrying 

the conference delegates. Unfortunately, a quick diversion on a secret spy mission, meant to map out 

hidden parts of the alien planet or discover any hidden weapons, had resulted in this cock-up. He 

laid the blame for his current predicament squarely in the lap of Admiral Townsend who had 

insisted that he hide the weapons on board as a preventive measure. 

"Do you comprehend that if you damage or kill any member of this ship, a treaty with Earth 

will be forfeit?" Hennessy tossed out the threat, hoping for positive results with the gambit. 
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The translator sparked and fizzed. "Do you comprehend that, as a member of clan/unit Torhuath, 

I don't want this treaty to succeed?" Two arms crossed while a third pointed straight at him. The 

glow took on a burgundy hue. 

Hennessy blinked. "What?" His mind raced over all the intel recently ported to him. Admiral 

Townsend suspected a plot to sabotage the treaty and had warned him. Hennessy's mission had 

been to divert to a certain sector to ascertain if hidden missiles or weapons existed there. And 

indeed, he had found them. However, the extra time it took to further scan and photograph the area 

had resulted in his ship being grabbed in a tractor beam, boarded, and subsequently captured while 

hovering over the suspected area. 

Now his crew of three sat in the brig while he was tied up in his own captain's chair, facing a 

hostile alien. 

The alien's arms uncrossed and flailed around. Again the translator sputtered or possibly the 

sound was the alien laughing at him. "You humans understand so little of us."  

The creature glided over to the captain's board to study its blinking lights and array of switches 

and buttons. Hennessy held his breath, watching intently, as multiple arms waved far too close to 

critical controls. Rotating around, the alien elongated his eyes and formed a "v" in the top quadrant 

of its face. With a sound like a throat clearing, the alien explained, "For some ignorant reason, your 

Earth diplomats have picked the Secuilom clan/unit to negotiate this treaty." 

Hennessey could swear the creature took on a puce color and any glow dulled out. The slashed 

opening at the lower quadrant of its face transformed from a straight to zigzag pattern. 

"The Secuilom are on the lower rung of the Iilijahas species but plan to leap to mighty power 

through this treaty. They have convinced the Overlord that the treaty is good for the Iilijahas. 

Except, my clan/unit now holds the most power on our world, and we do not plan to relinquish that 

position to any lowly others this treaty might favor." The zigzag tightened inward. 

Hennessy's mind spun furiously with thought. So a powerful faction did not want to relinquish 

their current dominant position that this treaty might challenge. How could he stop any disruption 

of the treaty and possible deaths of the Earth delegation? Surely, such a result would spark an 

Interstellar war that Earth did not need in its current fragile state. Maybe that was the alien's plan. 

"Your clan/unit might become even more powerful through trade with Earth," he suggested, 

trying another play, though the hand felt weak. 

"Snumphs! The Secuilom are far too clever with words and language. They have devised a 

treaty that favors them over all others. They have convinced the Overlord that Earth wants peaceful 

trade, but I have proof the situation is otherwise." 

At his signal, two underlings brought in three sturdy plastic containers and wedged them about 

the bridge. 
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Narrowing his eyes, Hennessy regarded the containers. One held training material, one held 

miscellaneous items for storage, but one held various Earth artifacts that he and his crew had 

smuggled on board. Several outer world museums had offered rich sums for the items. Gads, I'll be in 

trouble if the Admiral finds out I’ve been smuggling contraband. 

The zigzag pattern on the alien's face smoothed out and curved up at each end. The sallow puce 

edged toward a pleased periwinkle blue as it regarded the boxes. 

The creature is smiling at me. 

At a gesture from one of the limbs, the two helpers began to tear at the boxes. One grabbed a 

crowbar affair and grunted as he tried to pry the top off. A hammer appeared and the other banged 

on one side and then on another to no avail. The boxes stayed secured. When an alien ignited a 

torch on his bridge, Captain Hennessey frantically leaned forward. "Wait. Untie me and I'll open 

them. They are handprint-secured, and only my handprints will open them.” 

A buzz sounded and the ends of the bonds encircling him released. He rubbed circulation back 

into his hands and eyed the containers around him.  

"This one first,” the alien demanded, pointing at a faded brown box. Hennessy's heart sank. The 

box of artifacts. 

"Open it. I have been informed you have hidden weapons on board your ship." Three twining 

arms braced the rigid stance of the alien facing him. 

Hennessy laid a palm over each template and heard a click as the top released. The alien bent 

over and withdrew an item, chortling with success. "A molecule disruptor. I knew it!" Two orbs in 

the upper quadrant angled in glee. 

Hennessy studied the gun-shaped piece in the alien's appendage and could see where it might 

leap to such a conclusion. The dangling electric cord, however, gave away its identity. 

Leaning back in his chair, Hennessy smiled. "That's a hair dryer. It's an old Earth artifact, 

twentieth and twenty-first century. 

"An air dryer! It changes the very molecular structure of the atmosphere we breathe, squeezing 

out hydrogen and oxygen. An awesome weapon indeed! You would have our world gasping for 

breath." The alien flourished the item triumphantly, the cord swinging past Hennessy’s nose. 

"No, a hair dryer. Changes human hair from wet to dry." Hennessy rubbed his thick, dark locks 

and grinned. 

The lower quadrant orifice formed a jagged circle. Hennessy could swear he saw aversion ripple 

over the alien's face. Evidently, extensive human hair was not a thing the Iilijahas valued. 
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Dropping the item back into the box, the alien rooted around once again, retrieving another 

artifact. "Surely, this is a weapon. We have guards that carry laser staffs such as these used for the 

de-molecularization of our enemies." 

Leaning forward, Hennessy squinted at the vicious looking staff. At one end, a heavy cast iron 

point split off into a sharp, curved hook. At first, he wasn't sure what it was, and it did look like an 

ancient weapon. Then he remembered the itemized list the dealer had afforded him and realized that 

he was looking at an antique fireplace poker. 

Hennessy scratched his head. "That is just a modified stick, which long ago humans used to 

poke and stir fire." He gave the alien his own smug smile. "Hardly a weapon...unless you plan to 

bash in your enemy's head.” A wicked grin emerged. “Here, hand it to me, and I'll show you how 

that works." 

The Iilijahas shook his head, edged back, and thumped the fireplace poker with a limb. His 

lower quadrant became a round circle that pursed tighter as he considered the explanation. "No laser 

capability?" 

"Not a flash." 

A noise erupted from one of the other aliens. While the captain had been explaining the 

artifacts, the other two had been unloading objects out of the remaining containers. Captain 

Hennessy peered over to see a holographic training projector. Currently, it contained discs on the 

Iilijahas culture that Admiral Townsend had suggested he study. The Admiral had highlighted the 

Torhuath clan. Swiveling around, one of the aliens grunted and pushed a button on the machine. 

The projector began to power up and throw out a full-sized holo right behind Hennessy's 

interrogator. 

An ear-splitting shriek erupted from one of the helpers who promptly threw himself to the 

floor into a prone position, pushing air rapidly in and out of its body. "Ilyeth, Ilyeth. Ancient 

ancestor. Oh Revered One, I bow before you..." The other helper also emitted hysterical garble and 

dropped to a prone position next to his companion. 

A holo of an elder Iilijahas sprung into being. The holo moved and gestured in a ghostly 

manner, wavering in the dim light of the bridge. Hennessy’s interrogator spun around as the line in 

his face’s bottom quadrant became a fully expanded circle, and the slanted eyes jumped high and 

round. All color drained from the creature. 

The translator sputtered and screeched due to an influx of high decibel noises erupting from all 

three aliens mouths. 

Captain Hennessy slapped the power off button, and the hologram winked away. 

In a shaky voice, a Torhuath clan member whispered, "Grandfather's ghost! That was Ilyeth, 

great ancestor to our clan, come to bless our mission." He raised a reverent face to the others.  
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Captain Hennessey bent down to come face to face with the quivering beings. "Rather a 

warning for you to cancel an ill-fated mission."  

Three terrified aliens stared at him.  

"Put this stuff back where you found it. None of these boxes contains weapons that prove 

Earthlings are violent or treacherous. Nothing in them will convince the Overlord to stop the treaty. 

You tread the wrong path with this foolishness." He sat back up as the aliens lifted slowly off the 

floor and peered around. Small squinting circles searched for the vanished ghost. 

Trying not to catch their attention, Hennessy peered across the bridge to the red, round, 

blinking light that indicated the ion disruptor's current state.  

Still primed and ready. 

The translator crackled and burped, as it warbled, "I, Trilon, of the Torhuath clan of Iilijahas, 

have vowed to stop this treaty.” A quick pop and the sound cleared. “If the Secuilom align with the 

Overlord and gain power, their first move will be to crush my people. I have been ordered not to let 

that happen." A fizz punctuated the translation. 

The two other aliens began packing up the containers. They headed out the hatch with the 

boxes, clearing a path to the primed board. 

Captain Hennessy played one last card. "You have no argument to present against the 

Earthlings. If you attack their treaty ship and kill any of their diplomats, you will start a war with 

them that may destroy your own clan, even your entire planet. Your species could be wiped out. 

Stop now before it is too late." 

Swaying back and forth, Trilon cackled disagreement. "Our hidden warheads stand ready to fire 

at the Earth delegate's ship upon a given signal by me. However, no one will know that I activated 

them. My clan/unit will blame the Earthlings. All will blame this ship." 

The lower quadrant curve reappeared with a sinister twist. A dusky color suffused its face. 

"I will tell them otherwise,” Captain Hennessy threatened.  

A flat line etched its way across the lower quadrant, and echoed its shape into two eye slits at 

the top. "You will be shot down for trespassing into Torhuath territory with hostile intent. You, 

your ship, and all your crew will be blasted out of the atmosphere. There will be no telling by you." 

The translator relayed the message with chillingly clarity. 

The alien bent toward Hennessey’s bonds. "I must proceed before the treaty is finalized, or my 

mission will be in vain." One hand gestured for Hennessey to lean back while the other two fumbled 

with the straps. 

Grasping his only opening, Captain Hennessy lurched forward to his control board. He tapped 

the target map, still set for the Torhuath missile base, and placed his handprint over the activating 
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sequence. The light went from red to green, activating the atomic fission fuse, releasing the bombs 

as two arms grabbed him and threw him painfully back into his captain's chair. His head cracked 

against the back of the chair. 

"What have you done?" the translator barked and screeched.   

The two departing aliens returned in a frantic stumble, weapons drawn, each shining a bright 

red. "What has happened?" 

A deep "v" formed on the alien’s top quadrant, the lower orifice an upside down curve as it 

turned to press its face to the viewport. 

From his vantage point, Captain Hennessey saw in the distance, large mushroom-shaped 

explosions rising up into the atmosphere from the planet below. He lurched forward toward the 

stunned alien. "Harm me and this ship explodes. I have set the ion disruptors to detonate at a given 

code word." He hoped his poker bluff would prove convincing. 

Gasping noises emitted from a now small, round orifice. "You have wiped out my clan and 

home!" The alien appeared to shrivel in size, his color a pasty gray. 

Sitting up straight, Captain Hennessey decided to enlighten the alien on the human species. 

"Yes, I have. You see, Earthlings are a peaceful people until threatened and backed into a corner. 

Then, I do admit, we may turn violent. If you wish your world to survive, you will let the treaty 

happen. Humans have more than hair dryers and fireplace pokers to fight with, although they can 

make profitable trading items." 

The Captain smiled, his own mouth a curve of triumph. 

 

>>><<< 
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Badges of Authority 
 

By Clayton J. Callahan 

 

 

Lord Rodger gazed out the window of his apartment on Alexandria Station wondering, as he often 

did, if humanity had any chance out there in the black. At least the view was awe-inspiring. The 

planet Tlaloc rotated gracefully 450 kilometers below, its sun cresting the horizon, sending diffuse 

beams of red light refracting through the oxygen-neon atmosphere—spectacular. Just then, 

however, his attention focused on the 50,000-ton warship now docking near the station’s central 

hub. A bad way to start a week if ever there was one. It was Sunday, January 30th, 3025 AD, by 

coincidence the anniversary of his first marriage. 

“Do we have visitors?” Sheela asked as she rolled over on the bed. 

Rodger turned and looked over his shoulder; Lady Sheela was well into her fifties and still 

beautiful in every way. A good woman from a fine family. Naturally, she was from a fine family, her 

father a count, the marriage arranged to elevate Rodger’s family back on Capital. True, his mother 

advanced to dame soon after the wedding, but there were other reasons for the marriage as well. 

After the death of Rodger’s first spouse, his mother thought Sheela would help him get back on his 

feet. And indeed, she had. Lady Sheela was as good a partner as he could have hoped to find: smart, 

loyal, and most important of all, a good friend. 

“My dear,” he sighed. “I regret to inform you, it’s the Agamemnon. Duke Flavious’s flag ship 

has come to pay us a visit.” 

She sat up in the bed. “Duke Flavious? What would a duke be doing at a frontier outpost like 

this?” 

He shrugged. “I’m sure I have no idea, my lovely. But I expect we’ll find out soon.” 

She rose out of bed and advanced on the closet. “This is no time to wear your service uniform 

with those faded epaulets.” She reached for the purple coat, resplendent with medals and 

decorations. “I had your new braid sewn into the collar, but the pants still have the soldier’s red 

stripe, not the gold of a sector governor.” 
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Lord Rodger smiled. He’d been sector governor for over ten years now and had added only 

gray hair and a few wrinkles to his ensemble. But out here, few would recognize the proper marks of 

imperial rank even if he did wear the correct colored stripe. “I think that will do. He’s not likely here 

to pull a surprise uniform inspection.” 

Lady Sheela gave a sardonic snort. “Inspections of any kind have been in short supply these 

past years. Coups on the other hand, they’ve been rather common.” 

“What?” he said. “Only thirteen coups in twenty years. How bad could that be?” 

“Bad enough when four of them have been in the past eighteen months,” she replied. “Earth 

vendors must be selling ‘season tickets’ to Imperial coronations by this point.” 

“Capital, dear.” He admonished. “It’s called ‘Capital’ now. First Edict of Empress Mi Lin the 

XI.” 

“Capital then. You always did know how to use your words carefully, Rodg.” She looked him in 

the eye. “Use them carefully now. I commanded a warship or two in my day. That dreadnought 

could knock Alexandria from the sky with only half its arsenal.” 

“I will, my dearest. Stay here; I’ll deal with his Grace, the Oaf of Terra, and see what reason he’s 

selected for this visit to our humble corner of the galaxy.” 

She smiled. “Capital, Rodg. He’s the Oaf of Capital.” 

Chuckling, he replied, “Too right, darling.” 

** 

Leaving her in her nightgown, he exited the executive apartments in his full dress uniform. As he 

emerged into the main corridor, four Azanti guards rendered precise salutes, which he returned with 

a respectful snap of his wrist. Addressing the two-meter tall, blue aliens, he ordered, “See that Lady 

Sheela is not disturbed, and summon War-master As-Shok to the primary docking bay.” 

Lipless mouths spat, “Yes, My Lord.” As thick blue tails thumped the deck in submission to 

their master, Lord Rodger spun on his heels and proceeded down the wide corridor of the ancient 

space station. It was a long walk. Station Alexandria was hundreds of years old and kilometers wide 

and deep. He passed a human tech crew repairing a service terminal and waved off their salutes so 

they could continue their task. Alexandria was the last of the outpost stations established by 

Emperor Justinian the IX to secure the frontier against the Boffin threat. Decades ago, all of the 

other outposts had succumbed to war, economic depravations, or the simple lack of proper 

maintenance. Lord Rodger insisted his crew keep pace with the station’s many breakdowns and 

could be said to be winning that war at least. 

As he strode down the carpeted passageways with their intricate imperial designs, his mind 

raced over what in the universe could have prompted Duke Flavious to pay a call. Station Alexandria 
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hadn’t been visited by an imperial warship in six years, and never in living memory had a flagship 

come within a light year of the station. Lord Rodger turned the last corner by the docking bay 

entrance to see his Azanti captain dutifully waiting for him. 

With a reverent salute, the alien said, “War-master As-Shok, reporting as ordered, My Lord.” 

Rodger returned it, looked his friend in his orange eyes, and extended his hand. “As-Shok, I 

think you’re putting on weight.” 

The giant, blue beast shook his hand and twisted his mouth into something that could curdle 

the blood of most humans, but Lord Rodger knew it to be a smile. “My Lord, ever since I rose to 

war-master and added the white sash to my accoutrements, you have been making that joke. Can 

you, perhaps, give me a time when I can expect you to find it old?” 

Rodger chuckled. “Probably not. Are we still scheduled for the Qua-Delok ceremony at 

midnight tonight? Or am I confusing that with next week?” 

“It is tonight, My Lord. We have three promotions from warrior to fight-leader and ten who 

are ready to assume the rank of warrior.” 

“It will be a privilege to be there, As-Shok.” Rodger said with a nod. “Now, is the honor guard 

ready?” 

“Of course, My Lord. The Third Cohort took up positions outside the primary airlock before 

the IWS Agamemnon finished making hard dock.” 

“Then, let’s not keep his Imperial Grace waiting.” The two old veterans passed through the 

outer hatch into the main docking chamber to find eighty Azanti warriors standing in two rows with 

plasma rifles at port arms. When the senior battle-master saw Rodger and As-Shok enter, he called 

the troops to attention simply by raising his power sword from his blue-sashed waist to his over-

muscled shoulder. The entire cohort moved as one; eighty rifles rose in salute and not an orange eye 

looked left or right. 

“They look superb, As-Shok. You should be very proud.” 

“Hmm, I see one of them has yet to learn how to tie a black sash. I will have his trainer 

‘discuss’ the matter with him. But how they look is only so important, My Lord.” 

Rodger nodded and gave the old refrain, “It’s how they fight.” 

“There are none in this sector who have ever spoken ill of their prowess,” As-Shok stated flatly. 

His commander couldn’t disagree and let out a chuckle. “That’s because there are none who 

have spoken at all after engaging them in battle.” 

“The dead say very little,” As-Shok agreed. “It is no surprise that raiders are now choosing 

other sectors to ravage. I heard the Spinward Expanses are all but overrun.” 
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Rodger merely nodded. Truth was truth. 

The Agamemnon’s airlock slid open to reveal two imperial security officers with plasma pistols 

drawn. Their eyes swept the bay briefly, before one pressed a stud on his wrist, obviously signaling 

to the duke that it was safe. Emerging from the hatch came a middle-aged noble with impeccable 

blond hair and a close-cropped beard. Rodger was surprised the Duke wore the gray uniform of a 

common spacer, without rank or adornments of any kind. Flavious had a reputation for flash and 

spectacle that this outfit belied. He also had a reputation for rash decisions and arrogant behavior, 

but Rodger was prepared to discover the truth in that for himself.  

As his master approached, Lord Rodger bowed. “Your Grace, welcome to Imperial Station 

Alexandria. We are humbled by the honor you bestow on us.” 

Duke Flavious gazed upon the silent gauntlet of Azanti warriors, regarding their weapons and 

armor with a discerning eye. His bodyguards followed at a respectful distance but never holstered 

their pistols; not that it would do them much good. Kilo for kilo there wasn’t a human being alive 

who matched a fully trained and armed Azanti warrior. Mankind itself was almost enslaved by them 

in the Great Azanti War almost a thousand years ago. And even after the war, Azanti raiders 

remained a threat for a century or so. It was only once Azanti technology declined beyond repair 

that the emerging Imperium of Mankind recruited them as shock troops. 

The duke regarded Rodger for a moment, forcing his inferior to maintain the stiff bow a little 

longer. “Arise, Lord Rodger, and meet your brother in blood royal.” 

That took Rodger aback a bit. “Brother in blood royal” was an old term for a fellow noble. A 

very outdated term from the Rebellion Era that implied an “us against them” dichotomy. “You are 

welcome to my sector, Your Grace. I would like to introduce you to my captain, War-master As-

Shok.” 

As-Shok remained on his knees, his head dipped in a slight bow. 

“Arise, War-master,” Flavious said with a grin. “These are some fine warriors you command.” 

“Thank you, Your Grace,” As-Shok said with pride. “They have served the empire well.” 

Flavious’s grin turned feral. “I’m sure they have and will again. How many are under your 

command, War-master?” 

“One thousand twenty-six, Your Grace, with seventy-one recovering from training injuries, 

eight stricken with illness in sickbay, and thirty-nine on punishment detail.” 

Rodger said, “They are the pride of the frontier, Your Grace. This sector has experienced less 

bandit activity than any other for well on five years now.” 

“So I’ve heard, Lord Rodger. The entire empire slips into chaos, but your sector is quiet and 

secure. That’s quite an accomplishment.” 
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Rodger smiled. “Thank you, Your Grace. They fight hard and train harder, as noted by the 

seventy-one in sickbay. I seriously doubt any human could survive their schooling. In fact, there is a 

Qua-Delok later today if you wish to attend.” 

The duke’s brows knitted together. “I beg your pardon?” 

As-Shok spoke up, “An advancement ceremony, Your Grace.” 

Flavious shrugged. “If I must. But first, Lord Rodger, let us retire to your office. We have some 

things that we must discuss in confidence.” 

** 

After leaving his noble guest’s company, Lord Rodger stormed back into his apartment, his mood so 

dark it rivaled a black hole. His liquor cabinet proved a handy victim for his temper, and he assaulted 

it almost at a charge. He attempted to pour himself a drink but succeeded only in shattering the 

crystal decanter on the floor. 

His wife emerged from the gym in her old karate ghee, a glisten of sweat on her forehead. “So,” 

Sheela began, “the duke was not pleasant company?” 

“No, My Lady, he was not!” For a moment, all Rodger could do was simmer in his own 

impotent rage. Sheela activated the floor sweep, and as the broken crystal was automatically cleaned 

up, she poured her husband a glass of Maelan’s on the rocks. He took the glass gently and 

whispered, “Thank you.” 

“You’re welcome, darling,” she replied. “Now, tell me what the trouble is?” 

He gave a heavy sigh, drained the glass, and silently asked her for another. She obliged and he 

began, “Being a Duke is not quite high enough for our brother in blood royal. Flavious has greater 

ambitions still.” 

Sheela moaned. “Another would-be emperor?” 

“Exactly,” he replied. “That great warship of his is all that is left of the Eighth Fleet. The rest 

were either destroyed or too badly damaged to jump out of the Altir system. He boasts that 

Countess Allison’s fleet no longer exists and he got the better of the fight. All hail the victorious 

hero.” 

“The better of the fight?” Sheela gasped. “That’s at least thirty warships destroyed. Over ten-

thousand imperial spacers dead.” 

Rodger nodded. “Such are the costs of civil war.” 

Sheela shook her head and poured herself a drink. “This is horrible; can no one stop it?” 

“Well, Flavious certainly thinks he can. Only he can straighten out the autocracy, bring the 

Parliament of Nobles to heel, and restore order to the empire. I’m not sure which part is scarier, his 
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actual plans or the fact that he believes in them so. Until his pretty ass sits on the iridium throne, he 

dresses as a common spacer, because only he can understand the common man.” Rodger shook his 

head. “As if he’s ever spent a moment in the company of a commoner. A man like Mark would’ve 

chewed him up and spit him out. Even in dungarees he’s still a pretentious twit.” 

“And what are these plans he believes in so, Rodg?” 

Rodger finished his second drink and stared at the empty glass. No, he would not need another. 

The warm embrace of the alcohol began to calm his nerves. “My dear wife, he proposes to transfer 

the Azanti Guard of Alexandria Station to his command aboard the IWS Agamemnon. Then, with 

his war weary crew, shall he proceed boldly to Capital and use As-Shok’s warriors to fight his way 

into the palace and arrest the emperor for ‘treason.’” 

“Fight his way into the palace?” Sheela wiped the sweat from her brow. “I used to train with 

the Imperial Palace Guards back in my cadet days. They’re only human, but there are horrendously 

formidable defenses around that perimeter. As-Shok’s warriors would be mauled, and that’s if they 

took the easy way in.” 

“Yes, but they just might be successful,” Rodger commented dryly. “Even if only a hundred of 

them survive, that would buy Flavious enough time to park his buttocks on the throne. All hail 

Flavious Rex, the third emperor this year.” 

“Oh, fear not, my love.” Sheela finished her drink in an unladylike gulp. “There would be 

another in a month.” 

Rodger nodded. His wife was right indeed, too right. “And As-Shok and all our Azanti friends 

would lie dead before the crown could be plucked from the next gutter. As-Shok’s been loyal to me, 

to us, to this station for over twenty years now. He was the one who led the assault on Graneck that 

liberated the slaves of Touban. He was the one…it was he, that brought Mark’s body home after the 

attack by the terrorists of Ra.” 

Sheela put her arm around her husband. “It’s not easy, even after all these years. Is it?” 

“No.” 

They sat in silence. Sheela got up and put the glasses in the sanitizer. “You’re not my first 

husband, and I am not your first spouse. I understand, Rodg. I’ll make the preparations for a state 

dinner for our ‘guest.’ Why don’t you take a few minutes to talk with Mark? After all, dear, it’s your 

anniversary.” 

** 

Rodger walked two decks down and entered the holographic chamber. Mark was dead, literally 

stabbed in the back by a blackheart while attempting negotiations. But Mark lived on…after a 

fashion. After all, in the thirty-first century everybody lived on as long as their file never became 

corrupted. Rodger took a seat in the middle of the white, luminous room and toggled the controller. 
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The chamber turned black, then shifted into the form of an ancient country inn. Old wooden walls 

adorned with ancient shields surrounded him and a thatch roof appeared above. Mark was always a 

bit of a medievalist and enjoyed such anachronisms, a boyish fascination with the knights and 

damsels of days long gone. In the corner appeared a massive fireplace and in the chair beside Lord 

Rodger, his dear dead husband. 

“Hello, Rodger, happy anniversary.” 

He closed his eyes. This wasn’t Mark, he had to remind himself. Mark was gone. This was just a 

picture, his personality preserved in holographic memory. “Hello, Mark, how’ve you been?” 

The image of Mark spread his hands and gave a shrug. 

“Right.” Rodger smiled. “Happy anniversary.” 

“Happy anniversary, hubby. How’s Sheela?” Mark enquired. 

“She’s fine. Leading the physical fitness classes for the children at the senior school. We have 

over three hundred families living on Alexandria now. Lots of refugees coming in from the outer 

provinces.” 

Mark lifted an eyebrow. “Things still going to hell in a hand-basket?” 

“You have no idea, dear. Right now I’ve got ‘His Nibbs,’ Duke Flavious, wanting to 

commandeer the Azanti Guard to attempt a coup on Capital.” 

“Oh hell, Rodger. That’s bullshit!” 

Rodger let loose a chuckle. “You always had a way with words, Mark.” 

“Never to the manor born was I.” He winked. “But I married well.” 

“Thanks.”   

“Don’t mention it.” The image reached out to slap Rodger on the shoulder, but the hand 

passed right through. “So, what are you going to do about Duke Fancy-pants?” 

“Not so fancy at the moment. He has ‘forsaken all badges of high office save that of the crown 

imperial.’” 

Mark shook his head. “What an ass-hole.” 

“An apt description,” Rodger agreed. 

“So, back to the question; what are you going to do?” 

Rodger’s eyes sank down to the floor. “I have no idea. You worked with the Azanti. They’re 

each the epitome of the perfect soldier. Given an order from someone above, off they’ll go. Merrily 

marching to their deaths with a song in their hearts.” 

Mark’s image nodded. “Even if the song’s a funeral dirge.” 
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“Yes.” 

“You’re going to need those Azanti, Rodger. You’ve done a great job of holding your sector 

together. Hell, sometimes I think the Azanti Expanses is the only civilized sector left in the whole 

damn galaxy. But the barbarians are still chomping at our gates. As-Shok’s boys could mean the 

difference between survival and…well not survival, for you and those three hundred families. I bet if 

you had a little more muscle to flex you might even be able to beat the darkness back a bit, but you 

don’t even have any naval support since Admiral Cho’s squadron got recalled. Right now you’re in 

the middle of a giant shit storm, hubby, and the Azanti Guard are your only umbrella.” 

“Eloquently put, Mark.” 

The image shrugged. “You were always the public speaker, not me. What does Sheela say you 

should do? She used to be a general, did she tell you of any plans?” 

“She didn’t say anything. I only just gave her the news before I came to see you. Like I said, 

happy anniversary.” 

“Well, hubby, let’s see if I can give you an anniversary present. Who do Azanti obey?” 

Rodger blinked. “Us of course, we’re their masters. We beat them in war, and now they 

acknowledge mankind as their superiors.” 

“Not mankind, Rodger. If that were true, they couldn’t be used to put down human rebellions. 

Remember, they’re soldiers. Soldiers follow orders based on the chain of command. Pecking order is 

what it is. Plain and simple. You’re screwed as long as As-Shok and his boys see Duke Dumbass as 

the man with the higher rank. Now, what can you do to change that?” 

“Nothing.” Rodger replied. “Flavious was born a duke. Heaven itself can’t erase that mistake.” 

The apparition of Mark rolled his eyes. “Think man. Your wife wears a black belt right?” 

“Yes,” Rodger admitted. “Actually she’s earned quite a few of them.” 

The image of Mark’s face stretched into a wide grin. “And they respect her because the Azanti 

understand what that black belt means in human culture. But, what if she wore a black sash?” 

** 

Station Alexandria’s grand dining hall didn’t see much use anymore. The vaulted room with the 

banners and tapestries took hours for the servants to dust, but the effect was dazzling. For dinner, 

they prepared roast garganchia beast with potatoes and an Italian salad on the side. Dessert 

consisted of glazed pool-ball fruit, and the coffee was excellent. The company, however, left 

something to be desired. 

Unfortunately, when dukes speak, people have to listen. “The empire has been run into the 

ground by incompetents like Emperor Henrik. Raising taxes on those whose industry powers the 

economy while frittering money away on pet universities and other ‘social causes.’ These are tough 
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times that require a firm hand. We can afford no such luxuries these days! Don’t you agree, Lady 

Sheela?” 

Rodger’s wife shifted in her seat. “I suppose you’re referring to military policy, Your Grace.” 

Flavious’s grin turned feral. “Naturally, rebellion must not be tolerated. The day is long past 

when we can waste time with commoners who seek to rise beyond their station. I offer Tarkan as an 

example.” 

“You may not be aware, Your Grace,” Rodger injected, “but my wife served as a marine officer 

on Tarkan back during the Screaming Eagle Rebellion. She saw things go from bad to worse as the 

military presence increased.” 

“That was a long time ago, dear husband. I’m sure His Grace has kept up with the latest in 

strategy and tactics. Why, I imagine if he were in charge, the war on Tarkan would have gone very 

differently.” 

The duke puffed up with pride. “Indeed, I would have reduced Paradise City to ashes on day 

one. I can state quite assuredly, had I been in command, there would have been no day two for that 

insurrection.” 

“I think we understand each other, Your Grace,” Sheela replied. “Warriors such as we share a 

common bond that surpasses mere intellect. A kind of instinct born of combat for which there is no 

substitute.” 

“Indeed,” Flavious agreed. “The crew of Agamemnon and I also share that bond. Why, they 

have known nothing but battle since I took command. Such a bond is beyond sacred. It is the 

essential ingredient to victory.” 

Sheela gently cooed, “And how do you plan to bond with our Azanti Guard, Your Grace?” 

“Excuse me, My Lady?” Flavious blinked. 

“The Azanti are, in many ways, the ultimate expression of the warrior ethos. They obey orders 

from their commander, of course. But mere obedience does not ensure victory. One must share 

with them that certain esprit de corps.” 

Duke Flavious leaned back in his chair and stroked his beard. “Do they not know of my 

reputation as a soldier?” 

Rodger saw the dark tunnel that had opened up in the conversation and sprang to keep anyone 

from going down it. “Of course they do, Your Grace. I think what my lovely wife meant was that 

they have had no direct experience with you personally, and since you do not share their culture…” 

Flavious finished, “They may not understand my ways?” 
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“Exactly, Your Grace,” Rodger replied. “It took me years to earn their trust in battle. I had to 

show them that, although I am not one of them, I respect their ways and honor their traditions. 

Only once I won their respect was our success universal in this sector.” 

Now it was time for Flavious to shift in his seat. “I don’t have years for them to learn my ways 

or for me to learn theirs.” The room grew quiet as everyone regarded their desserts. “Lord Rodger, 

you said there was some kind of ceremony tonight?” 

“Yes, Your Grace. A Qua-Delok will be held to induct new warriors into their ranks. No Azanti 

is an adult until he or she wears the black sash. The ceremony introduces them into the sacred circle 

of arms, and Azanti would rather die than betray that brotherhood.” 

Flavious took a sip of his coffee. “I will attend, Lord Rodger. When and where will it be held?” 

** 

It was midnight, as Station Alexandria reckoned it, in the Grand Atrium. The dome above showed 

the light of a million stars as planet Tlaloc wobbled in and out of view. The entire Azanti contingent 

crammed into the great hall. The initiates, their trainers, and families stood around the central dais 

awaiting the beginning of the rites. Lord Rodger and Duke Flavious stood on the dais by War-

master As-Shok and his violet-sashed leadership cadre. As-Shok lit the gas fountain and fire erupted 

from the brazier in the center. Fire, that ancient light of destruction and comfort, played an 

important role in the ceremonies of so many cultures—human and alien.  

Forsaking Common English, As-Shok called the crowd to attention in his native tongue, a raspy 

language full of fearsome grunts and howls. The room fell silent as he recounted bits and pieces of 

the proud heritage of his warrior people. The great Azanti Empire reigned supreme among the stars 

for thousands of years. That is, until they delegated the care and development of their technology to 

slaves. That is, until their restless pursuit of war prevented the growth and development of a society 

that can only take place during peace. That is…until they met the humans. But even so, they 

remained true warriors who never lost their traditions of honor, courage, and obedience. They 

remained the fearsome Azanti race! 

A commo stud on Rodger’s hand buzzed. He suppressed a smile as he shut the device off, then 

he whispered into the duke’s ear. “Now the Azanti who are to be elevated to fight-leader will 

approach the flame.” 

Three of the great blue aliens, accompanied by their trainers, ascended the few, short steps and 

joined their masters on the dais. As-Shok asked each if they were ready to die for Azanti honor, and 

each stated, “Yes.” At As-Shok’s order, the trainers stepped forward and untied the black sashes that 

denoted the former, lower rank. He handed each initiates a wrought iron shaft resembling a fireplace 

poker. The three gave their trainers a solemn bow and then approached the fire. In turn, they draped 

their sashes over the hooked end; then, with great dignity, each surrendered a black sash to the 

flame. 
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Rodger whispered, “They will now request to serve at their new rank and state the reasons why 

they believe they are worthy.” 

Flavious nodded as Lord Rodger again stepped away from his ear. The duke seemed restless 

with the tedium of the ceremony. The use of the Azanti language made it hard for even Rodger to 

follow at times, but he suspected Flavious was annoyed for another reason. For once in his noble 

life, Flavious wasn’t the center of attention. 

As-Shok tied three red sashes on the initiates as they rendered their master the imperial salute. 

Their war-master returned the human gesture, and the three departed the dais. Lord Rodger, once 

again, leaned toward his duke’s ear. “Now the ten novices will present themselves. They have no 

trainers as of yet and are unproven. Their initiation will be a harder one, proving that they are indeed 

worthy. Their relatives will stand by them.” 

Ten sashless young Azanti approached the steps and ascended the dais with heads bowed low. 

Their relatives introduced them to As-Shok who questioned them each in turn. Rodger whispered, 

“As-Shok is now asking if they wish to renounce their former life of peace and embrace a life of 

war.” 

The ten answered as one with a single, guttural word that simply meant “yes.” As-Shok made 

the same motion as before to direct them to the flame but gave none of them a hooked rod. The 

initiates then each held out a hand over the flame while As-Shok recited an ancient poem. When he 

spoke the last word, ten hands slowly withdrew from the fire. The rhino-hard blue skin resisted, but 

each palm would still bear a scar to be healed. Finally, each initiate was presented with a black sash 

to be tied on by their relations. 

“They have passed the test, Your Grace. Each has now been admitted into the ranks of Azanti 

warriors and will be given trainers to school them in the arts of combat. They are as one against all 

foes. No Azanti will deny them their place of honor. They are now part of the brotherhood, or 

sisterhood if you will, and nothing save dishonor in battle can ever change that.” 

“This is how one gains their trust?” the duke asked. 

“Absolute trust, Your Grace. Trust, obedience, loyalty, honor, all the great traditions of the 

Azanti are now theirs to share.” 

Flavious smiled a crooked grin. “Then there will be one more initiate tonight.”  

“Your Grace?” Rodger asked. 

“Tell As-Shok that I wish to undergo the Qua-Delok now.” 

“But, Your Grace, that honor has never been given to a human before,” Rodger replied. “It 

would be considered an extremely bold gesture.” 

The duke let out a gruff chuckle. “Story of my life, Lord Rodger. Now, arrange it.” 
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Rodger approached As-Shok and made his boss’s desires known. As-Shok resisted at first, but 

Rodger explained it was Duke Flavious’s most sincere wish. 

“He will have to undergo all aspects of the trial, My Lord.” 

Rodger looked back at his boss who gave a curt nod. “Apparently, the duke is willing, As-Shok. 

If need be, I will make it an order.” 

The orange eyes closed slowly. “I will do as you ask, My Lord. As I expect those under me to 

do as I command.” The eyes opened and turned to Flavious. “Do you have any family to speak for 

you?” 

“Lord Rodger is my brother in blood royal,” Flavious announced. 

Rodger nodded. 

In a stately tone, As-Shok said, “Then state your deeds that you believe entitle you to be 

considered for this honor.” 

“I am Duke Flavious, Knight Commander of the Imperial Sea. I have commanded fleets of 

warships in battle and emerged victorious. All my life, I have practiced the art of war, and I have 

always stood ready to fight any who would present to me even the most modest of grievances. In 

my chest beats the heart of a warrior, and I demand to be admitted into the Azanti brotherhood of 

arms this day.” 

As-Shok turned to Rodger. “Are the words of his mouth words of truth?” 

“Every word he said was true, War-master,” Rodger replied in all sincerity. 

As-Shok asked, “Do you renounce the life you had before to embrace a life of war?” 

“Yes!” The duke declared. 

As-Shok motioned to the flame. “Then approach the place of fire and show that you are 

worthy.” 

Flavious strutted up to the fire and stuck his left hand over the flame, and if he held it a little 

higher than the earlier initiates, no one spoke of it. As-Shok again recited the Azanti poem as Rodger 

watched the duke’s face contort in pain. With the last word spoken, Flavious couldn’t snap his hand 

back fast enough. Rodger caught a glimpse before the hand was shoved into a waiting armpit. His 

Grace received a good first-degree burn but would recover. 

As-Shok handed Rodger a black sash to tie in a neat knot around the duke’s waist. The war-

master concluded the ceremony with, “You now bear the rank of brother warrior among us.” 

“And we are to do great things together!” the duke declared. “Lord Rodger, tell them.” 

Rodger blinked. “Tell them what?” 
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“Come on, man. This is as good a time as any.” Then, turning to As-Shok, “I am assuming 

command of the Azanti Guard of Station Alexandria. You will be marching onto the Agamemnon 

tomorrow, and under my leadership, you will acquire even greater accolades for the Empire of 

Mankind and the Azanti race.” 

As-Shok looked at Lord Rodger who smiled and shrugged. As-Shok stated, “Warrior, you wear 

the black sash.” 

Flavious looked at the cloth around his waist. “Yes, I am a member of the Azanti brotherhood. 

Am I not?” 

“Yes,” said As-Shok. 

Flavious balled his right hand into a fist. “So, I now command you, as an Imperial Duke, and a 

brother Azanti.” 

“No,” replied As-Shok. 

Flavious threw up his arms. “What do you mean, ‘no’?” 

Rodger spoke up. “He means the opposite of ‘yes,’ Your Grace. You left your previous status 

behind. You renounced your former life and donned the black sash. Every Azanti on this station just 

witnessed you do that. As-Shok is your war-master now, you are not his.” 

The duke’s eyes hardened. “I have a warship docked to your station, Rodger. Does that mean 

nothing? Why, when I…” 

Rodger cut him off. “When you do what, Warrior? By virtue of her imperial military rank, my 

wife assumed command of the Agamemnon as this ceremony began. It seems your spacers were 

quite happy to learn that they would no longer be taking part in hopeless civil war.” 

As-Shok said, “Do not fear, Warrior, I personally will see to your training. You may find it 

harsh, but if you dedicate yourself fully, you may attain the rank of fight-leader in as little as ten 

standard years.” 

“And what,” Flavious demanded, “is a ‘fight-leader?’” 

Rodger smiled. “It’s the equal of a corporal, Your Grace. Quite an achievement, if you survive 

the training.” 

“Lord Rodger, you are a traitor!” Warrior Flavious screamed. 

 “To you, yes. To the empire, no,” Lord Rodger answered. “There will be no coup. But don’t 

worry; I’m sure the empire will continue to pull itself apart without your help or mine. As for the 

Azanti Guard, you and they will continue to protect civilization in this corner of the galaxy. That’s 

the only way I know to give humanity a fighting chance at survival, and despite the works of villains 

like you, humanity deserves that chance!” 
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Sacrifice 
 

By Ted Blasche 

 

 

"A string of bad luck," Chester Norfer explained. "It was my first stint as captain when we blew our 

FTL. No faster-than-light drive meant we were stuck until someone came along to rescue us." 

Sharky Nutster, whose shapely body and soft-flowing red hair belied her name, leaned back on 

her chair. "So what happened to your ship?" 

"A freighter towed us here, but then the bilge rats claimed salvage rights. Since I couldn't come 

up with the cash, they took the ship." 

Sharky allowed a twist on one side of her mouth. "I heard there was nothing wrong with your 

FTL, at least nothing that a modicum of decent maintenance wouldn't have prevented."  

"What?" Chester reacted as if someone had stuck him with the salvage bill all over again. "Who 

told you that?" 

"People talk, especially here." She gestured toward the remainder of the drinking establishment 

that served as a business office for transient spacers. "The guys who claimed your ship were 

bragging that they had it operational in less than a day." 

Unconvinced, Chester mumbled, "I don't believe it." 

Sharky leaned forward, eyes narrowed to slits. "Actually, I don't give a crap what you believe. I 

own my ship outright and don't tolerate that kind of sloppy performance. I got one opening, and it 

ain't for a ship's captain. That job is mine and I intend to keep it." 

"But you posted for an opening." 

"For a cargo handler. Take it or leave it...You got two hours to make up your mind." The 

captain kicked her chair back as she rose. "My ship's name is The Amazon. Once we seal the hatches, 

my offer is void."  
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With the grace of a Saren she-leopard, the captain turned her back to him and sauntered toward 

the exit. As she crossed the floor, two things caught Chester's eye. The second, a bone handled blade 

in its well-worn scabbard, dissuaded his attention from the first. He watched until the tavern door 

slammed shut behind her before collaring the barkeep. 

  "What's with that Nutter broad?" 

"You mean Captain Nutbuster?" He continued polishing a glass as he answered, "Word has it 

she served as first mate on a Labritine cruise ship. Those alien pervs have some strange ideas about 

the duties of a first mate, but she stuck it out. As soon as she saved enough for a down payment on 

a junker, she jumped ship and never looked back." Filling the glass with ale from his tap, the barkeep 

placed it in front of Chester. "This one's on the house." 

"Why?" 

"Folks around here think her Labritine experience turned the captain real sour on two things. If 

there's anything Nutbuster hates worse that aliens, it's men. Can't blame her much, but knowing that 

won't make a man's life on her ship any easier." 

Chester took a deep draw on the ale. "I've got to take the job; it's the only offer I've received in 

six months. Why does everything bad happen to me? Everybody treats me like I'm cursed." 

"Losing a ship will do that for anybody." The keep leaned closer. "If I were you, I think I'd opt 

for debtor's prison, but if you're going to take a birth on the Amazon, be forewarned, Sharky's a 

mean drunk and an expert with that blade on her hip. I've seen her fillet a couple of loudmouths 

here...all in 'self-defense,' mind you. She never starts a fight, but she always ends 'em. Keep your 

head down and your mouth shut. That way you just might avoid getting spaced without a suit."  

Finishing his drink, Chester left to check out his new berth, finding it at the farthest end of the 

spaceport near the class one warehouses. The Amazon squatted like a fat frog on the near edge of a 

like-constructed fleet of transports.  

Initial impressions are usually accurate, but this time they came up short. This squat freighter 

matched the barkeep's description of a junker, bereft of the sensor and communications pods 

plastered on its sister transports. At first glance, its outer hull showed the meteor scars of a thousand 

near misses. Chester climbed into the cargo hatch, pleasantly surprised to find the ship's insides 

pristine. He wandered in the general direction of a string of curses emanating from the engine room.  

Her jumpsuit covered in oil, Sharky emerged, a spanner wrench in one hand and her blade in 

the other. "Oh, it's you." She sheathed the blade. "So you're accepting my terms?" 

Swallowing his pride, Chester nodded. "Yes, Cap'n, minimum wage with bonus on arrival at 

each destination." 

"That's half-share bonus until you prove you're more an asset than a liability." 
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"Yes, ma'am." He wanted to yell, "I'm a licensed captain, not some dimwit-crate-pusher." Only 

the image of debtor's prison kept his lips cemented shut. 

"Good, you can start by checking our stowage. We're transporting a consignment of fuel and 

foodstuffs to an archeological dig on some God-forsaken rock circling one of the rim stars. We'll be 

taking a few shortcuts so I want everything secured like your grandmother's corset." 

"Where do I bunk?" 

"There's a hammock in the cargo area. Your predecessor slept there"−she paused−"until he 

mouthed off once too many times." 

"You fired him?" 

"In a manner of speaking." The glint in her eyes and wicked turn of her lips cautioned against 

any further discussion of this topic. "Now get your butt down into the cargo bay and double check 

everything. I don't trust the dockside rent-a-slave labor pool." 

Following orders, Chester inspected the cargo, finding several weak lashings and a few 

completely unsecured crates. He barely finished his inspection when the launch warning sounded. 

Scrambling for his hammock, he snapped the safety straps in place as the ship's thrusters fired full-

throttle, slamming him with ten Gs worth of added weight. 

Once the FTL drive kicked in, the ship entered an artificial quantum null zone where the quiet 

calm of transition space prevailed. Thinking the captain might be more communicative when there 

was nothing else to do, Chester climbed up to the bridge. He found Sharky busily laying in several 

alternate flight routes. 

"Cap'n, ma'am." 

Sharky spun her command chair to face him. "What are you doing on my bridge, Mule?" 

"Mule?" 

 "You heard me. You're my mule, a pack animal to load and unload cargo. That's all you are to 

me, so before you do something stupid, I'll warn you one time and one time only. Mules belong in 

the hold, there's no place for you on my bridge, not now, not ever. So get your ass back down to the 

cargo hold where you belong, and don't let me catch you straying from there." 

"But I was pilot certified and a licensed captain..." 

"That's past tense, and don't you forget it. As long as I'm the captain, you're a mule, and if I 

catch you anywhere near my bridge again, I'll skin you alive." Her hand dropped to rest on the bone 

handle of her blade. "On my ship you'll never touch a bridge control." 

Gulping, Chester backed toward the hatch. "Yes, ma'am." He took the steps two at a time and 

didn't stop running until he was safely tucked behind cases of foodstuffs at the far end of the cargo 
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hold. Other than venturing to the ship's head, located between the bridge and the hold, he stayed 

put until the ship dropped back into normal space at their destination. 

"Prepare to transfer cargo," Sharky's voice crackled over the intercom. "Their shuttle will be 

docking in zero-ten. Suit up if you don't want to see your lungs get sucked from your mouth." 

Chester scrambled to don his gear, barely locking down his faceplate when a thump announced 

the clamp of a shuttle to the Amazon's hull. The danger light flashed red as the air compressors 

removed the hold's atmosphere. When the light ceased its warning, cargo bay doors swung in to 

expose the shuttle's open bay. Two suited shuttle crewmen pushed an oversized crate into the center 

of the Amazon's hold, and then quickly began transferring fuel containers and foodstuff crates into 

their empty cargo hold. 

Chester circled the new cargo before keying his communicator. "What's this?"  

At first, he received no reply, but after repeating the question, one of the crew turned to stare 

into Chester's eyes. "Alien artifact. The eggheads want to transfer it to their university for further 

study." 

"And good riddance, too!" the other crewman added. 

"What'cha mean by that?" 

"The damn thing's creepy." All three men stopped loading to gawk at the crate. 

"Yeah," his partner added, "strange noises, smells, thumps, some kind of scratching...Scary 

stuff." 

Sharky appeared in the cargo hatch, her faceplate steaming slightly as she ordered, "Stop playing 

'What's in the box?' and get you asses to work!" She pushed a crate with her boot. "I'm sealing the 

hatch in zero five, you'd better have all that cargo transferred, or you'll be going hungry." She 

pushed off toward the bridge. 

Chester picked up a crate of dehydrated potatoes. "Better kick it, guys, she means business." 

True to her word, the hatch activated five minutes later, closing as the last crewman leaped 

across to his shuttle. The captain fired-up her main drive but left a hard vacuum in the cargo hold 

until she activated the FTL. Chester's oxygen gauge was touching red before the klaxon sounded the 

return of normal pressure. Cautiously cracking his facemask, Chester sniffed, relieved to smell the 

stale air. 

 Muttering profanities, he stripped off his suit and stomped up to the bridge. Careful not to 

cross the threshold, he yelled, "Hey, Cap'n, why'd you leave me trapped in my suit like that?" 

Sharky dropped her head to glare from under her eyebrows. "You aren't getting paid to have a 

coffee klatch with the locals." 

"All I did was ask what we're hauling. I thought it would help to know how to handle it." 
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"That's your first mistake." She glared at him. 

Trying not to sound defensive, he asked, "What mistake is that?  

"You don't do any of the thinking on my ship." 

"But..." 

"The last time you tried thinking on your own, it cost you a perfectly good ship. I pay you for 

your back, not your brain, Mule."  

Chester began, "That's not fair." 

Sharky cut him off. "I don't have to be fair. I just have to be the captain. Now get your butt 

back to the cargo hold and stay there." 

Chester laid low in the hold for the next two days, but then he heard those creepy sounds. The 

first time, he almost jumped out of his skin, falling out of his hammock to bounce on the deck. What 

the...? "Is that you, Cap'n?" 

Hearing no response, he decided that it must have been a dream and crawled back into his 

hammock. What was that? They woke him again. Must be loose crates rubbing together. He dragged himself 

out of bed to check, but every strap was secure. Maybe I'm losing my mind. No, I lost that when I took this 

scum-suckin' job. 

Once again, the muffled thumps woke him, and Chester lay in his hammock, trying to make 

sense of the noise. When he heard it again, the lack of sleep coupled with his innate curiosity 

spurred him to investigate further. After checking the general stowage, he approached the monster 

of a box they uploaded at the last stop. What did those guys say about noises? Maybe some critter got trapped 

in this thing.  

Grabbing an oversized crowbar, he broke the metal bands securing the crate's wooden 

superstructure. He pried off one slat, and the soft sounds intensified. Whatever you are, you had better be 

warm and cuddly. If not, you're going out the hatch. He enlarged his opening but remained unable to 

identify the source. A different sound reached his ears. Was it mewing or perhaps weeping? What the 

hell is making that noise? 

He pulled slat after slat from the crate, ripping off the cloth padding until he exposed a 

gargantuan, ornately festooned fire pit. Clipped into a recess at the side of the pit he spied an ash 

shovel and a fireplace poker, each of them gold-plated with thumb-sized gems embedded in their 

handles. Chester wrenched the poker from its mount for closer examination, hefting it in his hand. 

This thing feels like solid gold.  

Dollar signs dancing before his eyes, Chester checked the ash shovel. Its weight also suggested 

gold, not the iron or steel he had expected. He sat it next to the poker and continued his 

exploration, eventually finding a small lever that, when pulled, released a false front on the fire pit. 
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The sound, definitely weeping, came from this compartment. Kneeling to peek inside, he spied a 

jewel-encrusted vase that promised even greater riches. 

Pulling the urn from its hiding place, he twisted the cover, breaking the wax seal holding it in 

place. A puff of green smoke billowed from the open container, slowly coalescing into a vaguely 

human shape. The emerald body could pass for Captain Nuster's, but there the comparison stopped 

cold. Ears twice the size of his own rose to points on top while curling into hooks where the lobes 

should be. Eyes the size of oyster shells each held the pearl of an iris in a head devoid of hair. 

Suddenly moving close to stare him in the eyes, the apparition demanded, "Who are you, 

strange creature?" 

The voice grabbed him like a vice, compelling him to answer, "Chester Norfer, crewman on the 

cargo ship Amazon." Resisting the power of her presence, he added with as much force as he could 

muster, "Who the hell are you?" 

"How dare you..." The green body expanded toward him. 

Picking up the poker, he swung it with all of his might. The makeshift weapon passed through 

the green mist causing it to swirl, small eddies spinning off before reforming as her body. "Oooow, 

that tickles. Do it again!" When Chester accommodated her demand, she giggled like a schoolgirl. 

"Harder...harder...faster...more...again...please.  

After several minutes of major league batting swings accompanied by a few overhead tennis 

slams, the green cloud cried out, "Enough! I can't take any more." 

Sweating from the exertion, Chester plopped down on the deck, resting his back against the fire 

pit. "What's your name?" 

Formally, she announced, "I am Giva, Goddess of the Night. You're leaning against my altar." 

"Funny, it looks like one hell of a big barbeque pit." 

"On occasion, it has served that purpose, but that was long ago." 

"Are you a ghost?" 

Tittering, Giva answered, "To your species, I suppose I am." She giggled once more. "This 

body was once as solid as yours. We Oraneans pass through stages of existence beginning as liquid, 

then turning solid and eventually becoming the gaseous state you see now. In the last state, we are 

considered gods." 

"Why the god status?" 

She ticked off the reasons. "In our final stage, we're shape shifters, impervious to anything that 

might kill a solid, and there's the power of telepathy." 
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At that moment, Chester realized that she wasn't talking to him, yet her words were forming in 

his mind, language and syntax perfect. "Telepathic? How do you do it?" 

She edged closer. "I send a small tendril that permeates the receiver's brain, allowing thoughts 

to transfer between us." 

For the first time, Chester noticed a paper-thin, gossamer filament of green encircling his head. 

He blinked. "Oh!"  

She soothed, "Don't worry; it's perfectly harmless and quite effective." 

Recovering, he whispered, "This would make a fantastic parlor trick." 

"But not as spectacular as whole body possession, although accomplishing that feat is a bit 

tricky." 

"Why would you want to do that anyway?" He saw a second diaphanous tendril floating toward 

his ear. 

Her thoughts came through crystal clear. "After eons of disembodied existence, one comes to 

miss the corporeal senses. The smell of a flower, a sweet sound of lute playing in the rain, the beauty 

of a summer sunset, to taste anything." She paused, drawing down into a ball. "And a man's touch." 

Her green cloud swirled before settling into a perfectly proportioned feminine shape once more. It 

shimmered like a bowl of gelatin. "How I miss that!"  

"I'd offer to let you possess me, but there isn't much in the way of sensory stimulation in this 

ship." 

Giva sent a tendril to caress his face. "So sweet, but impossible. Only a body of the same gender 

would be compatible." They sat in silence until she added, "But were that to happen, we could 

explore many possibilities. I would revel in the touch of a man such as you." 

As Chester's mind rolled over those possibilities, a new question reared its head. "How did you 

get sealed into that jug?" 

"Imprisoned for acts not of my doing. Cast into a gilded urn to spend eternity in isolation. 

However small, your wielding of the ceremonial fire-stick was the first feeling I've experienced in a 

millennium of your years." Giva enveloped him. "And I want more. I would give anything, do 

anything, make any sacrifice to be solid again." 

"There's always Sharky, my captain." 

"Captain?" 

"She owns this tub and that makes her the pilot of record at every docking station." 

"So this owner-captain being is the only other body on the ship. That limits my...our choices 

considerably."  
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   "Sure, but she's the right gender and not a bad choice." Under his breath, he added, "For a lot 

of reasons." 

Again, Giva's tendril tickled his mind. "Yes, she would be ideal." 

"Okay!" Chester barely contained his excitement. "How do we go about this body swap thing?" 

"It's not a swap," she answered. "I must assume complete control of her. Once I'm whole again, 

I will provide you with...a more...tangible...reward." 

Experiencing the sensuous undertone of her offer, Chester leapt to his feet. "What do I need to 

do?" 

"Entice her to approach within a body length of my altar where my power is strongest. I'll do all 

the rest."  

Running to the bridge, Chester shouted from the threshold, "Captain, we got a problem!" 

Sharky spun to face him, a cloud of anger forming around her face. "What did you screw up 

this time?" 

"It's that thing we're transporting for those grave-robber guys. Come quick!" 

The captain followed him into the hold where he stopped next to the opened crate. "Look at 

this." 

As Sharky stepped closer, the green mist rose from the altar, enveloping and melting into her 

body. Without making a sound, she went rock-rigid before collapsing to the floor and remaining so 

for nearly a half hour. Then she sat up and began rubbing her body. 

Hugging herself with both arms, Giva/Sharky exclaimed, "Oh, this feels so-o-o-o good!" With a 

fluid motion, she rose to her feet. "Your captain was a strong one, more so than I expected." 

"Yeah, she was a tough one, but not bad to look at." Chester moved closer, reaching out to 

touch her body. 

 Giva/Sharky took him by the hand, instead. "You must show me this ship and everything that 

makes it run." 

A wrinkle crossed his brow. "But Sharky knows all of that. You only have to tap into her 

memories." 

Again, she snuggled closer, hooking Chester's arm with hers. "Alas, she is no more. There's only 

enough room in this magnificent body for one of us, so she had to die." Softly and sensuously, Giva 

rubbed against him. "But that's better for both of us, is it not?" 

Shaking his head, Chester muttered, "It a damn good thing I'm a pilot, otherwise we'd be 

screwed." 
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"Yes, but you must teach me everything you know." 

"Don't worry your little head about that. I can handle the ship," he chuckled, "while you handle 

me." 

"Oh, no! That won't do, won't do at all." 

"Why not?" 

"Think about it. I'm supposed to be the owner and registered captain of this ship. How would it 

look if I were to suddenly forget everything I know?" 

After a moment's thought, Chester agreed, "Yeah, we have to keep everything looking legit or 

somebody might get suspicious." He aimed her toward the engine room. "We'll start here." 

Giva proved a quick learner, able to thumb through tech manuals at an unbelievable rate. In an 

hour, she knew more than Chester, a fact he found embarrassing.  

Slamming the last tech manual shut, she bluntly ordered, "Take me to the bridge." Seeing his 

reaction, she smiled coyly. "Please?" 

Chester followed her up the stairs to the bridge, actually ogling her behind, no longer 

intimidated by the blade swinging in sync with her hips. At the hatch, she stepped through, 

beckoning him to follow. "Show me the controls." 

Beginning with power and steering, Chester dropped out of FTL to demonstrate the thrusters. 

Next, he walked her through plotting courses and destinations. As in the engine room, she devoured 

the manuals, turning the pages faster than a casino dealer can shuffle a deck. Soon Giva was 

stumping him with questions exceeding his expertise. She grilled him on docking procedures, grilled 

him on financial transactions, and grilled him on FLT plotting until he conceded, with some 

misgivings, "I don't know how you do it, but you're a sponge. Keep this up and you won't need me 

at all." 

A strangely enigmatic smile painted Giva's face. "You've served me well and will continue to do 

so as long as we both shall live." 

Her words reassuring him, Chester reached into the captain's personal food locker, pulling out 

three packets. "You must be famished, so I think it's time to try out your new sense of taste. I've got 

freeze-dried Salisbury, bacon and eggs, or spaghetti. What would you like to eat?" 

He barely saw the glint of Giva's blade as she answered, "You!" 

Sheathing her weapon, Giva dragged Chester's body to the hold, dumping him on her sacrificial 

altar. There she grilled him one last time. 

 

>>><<< 
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The Legacy of Eris 
 

By C.J. Jessop 

 

 

By the time he tasted the salty air of Balport, Farrell had not eaten for five days. He huddled against 

a wall in the market square, watching fishmongers hawk their wares, threadbare cloak wrapped tight 

against a chill that raked his bones.  

Pale sunlight painted the surrounding granite buildings a dull grey, its drab misery reflected in 

the eyes of people hurrying across grimy cobbles. Farrell raised the ale-skin to his mouth, coughing 

as bitter dregs hit the back of his throat. He tossed the empty skin to one side cursing. With neither 

coin nor ale, nor the means to earn either, his mood grew bleaker still. Come nightfall, without the 

haze of inebriation to obscure them, their dead eyes would follow him into his dreams. 

One of the fishmongers, a pinch-faced woman with frizzy yellow hair, tossed a fish-head to a 

scrawny ginger tomcat with a torn ear. Farrell’s belly twisted. He contemplated fighting for the 

scrap, but the poor animal was in a worse state than he. Hissing feline obscenities, it glared at him 

with its one good eye and slunk under a barrow to devour its prize.  

As he watched the cat go, a mote caught Farrell’s eye. Incongruous amongst the stark greys of 

the square, the speck shimmered blue. Farrell blinked, thinking it some trick of the light, but the 

mote remained, swirling closer in lazy spirals. He squinted, cross-eyed, trying to get a better view. 

The mote seemed to hover on the tip of his nose, nothing visible but the glow itself. Then it was 

gone.  

Dizzy and weak from too many days walking with an empty belly, he drifted into a daydream, in 

which foods of all different kinds appeared—so vivid he could almost reach out and touch them. 

One in particular tormented him. A roasted chicken leg dripped succulent juices, the crinkles in the 

skin so real his mouth watered. In his daydream, he reached out and the tips of his fingers tingled 

with warmth. Farrell opened his eyes, gasping at the halo of blue light flaring around his hands. 

Before he could fathom that, the chicken leg appeared within his grasp. 

Farrell swore. An illusion. Delirium from his hunger. Yet, heat caressed his cold hands and the 
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weight of the chicken leg rested within them. The smell twisted his belly. He groaned. If the meat 

was all in his imagination, then why did it smell so good? Unable to resist any longer, he brought the 

chicken leg to his mouth and tore into it. Instead of his teeth catching only air, as he half-expected, 

they sank through crispy skin into moist, cooked flesh. 

Not needing any further proof, Farrell devoured the chicken leg before it could disappear. If it 

was delirium, he would enjoy it while it lasted. But it did not disappear, and before long he was 

wiping his grease-slicked mouth with his sleeve and stowing the bones in his pocket to make broth 

later.  

The dizziness remained. He had not eaten nearly enough to satisfy his hunger. It was then that 

he began to wonder just how he had managed to pluck a chicken leg from his imagination and make 

it real. And, more importantly, whether he could do it again. 

Staring across the grey-walled square, he tried to picture the biggest meat pie he had ever seen. 

Nothing happened. He chewed the inside of his lip, furrowing his brow in concentration. What was 

different? He went back to the moment the magic happened. Screwing his eyes shut, he let his mind 

drift.  

First he pictured the iron pot the pie was baked in, all blackened with age and heavy use. Rich, 

meaty gravy dribbled down the sides, and on top, steam escaped through the holes in golden-brown 

pastry. Beneath that, big chunks of prime mutton, stewed to tender perfection. Farrell swallowed 

and inhaled. He could practically taste it. 

** 

Imperator Mankus sank into his cushioned, ergonomic chair with a groan and pressed a button on 

the console above his desk. A synthesized voice erupted from speakers on all eight walls of his 

cabin. His favourite tenor singing his favourite aria in perfect pitch.  

Mankus closed his eyes and leaned back, letting the music envelop him. The day had proved 

long and tedious. Meeting after meeting, trying to remain polite in the face of abject stupidity. If not 

for the fact that he needed the trade opportunity with Wenerath, he would have that pompous idiot 

of an ambassador beheaded in a heartbeat. If the treaty did not happen soon, he might anyway. 

Jumped up little know-it-all.  

Mankus kicked off his shoes, which were far too tight, and unzipped his jacket, breathing out 

on a heavy sigh. He glared sideways at the gleaming chrome exercise machine the medic had insisted 

on installing in his chambers. All shiny knobs and digital read-outs, it taunted him. He made a rude 

gesture in its direction. As if he would ever use the ridiculous contraption. Dangerously overweight, 

indeed. Perhaps he would not be so dangerously overweight if his every waking moment was not 

taken up with insufferable meetings. If he had known how banal being the most important man on 

the planet would be, he might not have been as eager to claw his way up through the ranks. 
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Door chimes sounded and Mankus brightened. About time. “Come in.” He pressed a button 

on the console above his desk and the door slid open. Rising, he gave the man who entered a 

genuine smile. “Thank you, Jorgal, put it on the table. How long before we hit Newarth’s orbit?”  

Jorgal did as instructed and stepped to the side, hands behind his back. “We’re just 

approaching. Preparations for landing will commence within the next half hour. Will there be 

anything else, my lord?” 

“No, old friend.” Mankus leaned back in his chair, noting how thin Jorgal’s hair was on top 

these days, how grey. His own hair was no less grey, but mostly thick and lustrous. Apart from that 

one thin spot he kept trying to cover up. “I’ve told you, when it’s just us there’s no need for all that 

my lord malarkey.” 

Jorgal’s stance grew less rigid. “I know.” He returned Mankus’ gaze with a half-smile. “But it’s 

always best to be sure, especially when there are visitors from that pathetic little planet to annoy you. 

I don’t want to lose my head.” 

“Ha!” Mankus rolled his eyes. “As if that would ever happen to you. They, on the other hand, 

are a bunch of idiots. Now, what delights have you managed to smuggle from the galley for me 

today?” He rose and crossed the room to the table. 

Jorgal whipped the lid off the serving platter with a flourish. “I had to lie and say it was for me. 

Apparently, the ship’s cook is under instructions that you are on a diet of greens and fish. Your 

servant will probably be here shortly with a platter of the same.” 

“Hmph! I’d been hoping that this trip would get me away from all that nonsense. I bet my wife 

had something to do with it. I’ve told her not to listen to those blasted medics. It’s a good thing my 

head of security is willing to bring me proper food, or I’d starve.” Mankus leaned over the platter 

and inhaled, beaming. Mutton pie. The best. The crust was cooked to perfection, all buttery and 

flaky and golden-brown; gravy bubbled out from underneath and dribbled down the sides of the 

cast-iron dish onto the silver platter. He tucked a napkin into his collar and pulled out his chair, 

almost drooling in anticipation. “Thank you, my friend.” Sitting, he lifted his knife and fork. “I owe 

you a—”  

Poof. The pie disappeared. 

Mankus rose with a howl. His pie! His lovely mutton pie. He turned to Jorgal, mouth working, 

but the words would not come. 

Jorgal sighed and raised his hand, pressing the index finger against his temple. His eyes became 

unfocused. “It’s active again. Get me Central Command. I need a trace before the signature fades.” 

** 

At night, Mankus Plaza reminded Naria of a graveyard, albeit without the graves. The atmosphere 

had that same oppressive hush, especially in such thick fog. Cold, damp air stung the back of her 
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throat, as she crossed the dimly lit square. She found herself wanting to tiptoe, to not disturb 

whatever lurked in the shadows.  

Statues loomed out of the darkness, depicting moments from the overthrow of a long dead, 

half-forgotten regime. Many of the current regime’s opponents died on the soil that lay beneath the 

grey stone paving. That knowledge made the oppression worse, somehow. Naria shook her head. 

Maybe they could see what they had given their lives to achieve. Knowing they had swapped one 

dictator for a series of new ones must be enough to make even the dead miserable. No wonder the 

place was so morose. 

She increased her pace, wanting to be home. Kodi would be done with his homework already, 

waiting on dinner. He could make it himself; the pantry was stocked with easy-to-fix food for when 

she worked late, but Kodi liked to wait and eat with her. Dinner was their time, sometimes the only 

part of the day they shared.  

With a smile tugging her lips, she brought her son’s face to mind. Grinning, as always, brown 

eyes full of boyish mischief, unruly black hair sticking up in tufts no matter how he tried to plaster it 

down. Twelve years old already, he was growing fast. Too fast. Soon, he would be too busy being a 

teenager to bother about dinner with his mother. 

Small hairs on the back of Naria’s neck prickled, and she tensed. The air around her crackled 

with static.  

Not again. Even now, after more than a decade of trying to track and capture the last free Eris 

particle, she always knew—felt—when it became active. Moments later, the electronics wired into 

her brain fired up with an insistent chime. 

She pressed her index finger to her left temple, cutting off the noise. “Thirty-six.”  

A large, heavy-jowled face blinked to life in front of her, its expression murderous. Him? 

Wonderful. The image was semi-transparent, projected directly onto her retinas through a wireless 

link. 

“My lord Imperator.” She forced a smile. “You honour me.” 

The Imperator’s thick grey brows furrowed. “Yes, well, never mind that, Thirty-six. It is active 

again.” 

“I know, my lord, I felt it.” Naria stopped walking. No point rushing home now. She knew 

what was coming. “Do we have a trace?” 

The image split in two, and another man’s face appeared next to the Imperator. Grey-haired, 

with narrow cheeks and a hawkish nose, it belonged to Security Chief Jorgal, the Imperator’s 

second-in-command. Her boss. “Yes, we have a trace, Thirty-six. Central Command has already sent 

a drone through. We should have visual any moment now.” Jorgal tapped his own temple, 

momentarily closing his eyes. “There, you should have it.” 
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The two images of Jorgal and the Imperator slid apart, and another took up the space between 

them. The picture was a live feed of a city square, cobbled and grimy, people going about their 

business. The drone, the size of a small insect, darted amongst them. Some of the women wore long, 

unflattering robes in drab colours; others wore brighter hues, but their gowns were still as shapeless. 

A few of the men dressed in colourful garments, while most hurried about their business in well-

worn dull garb. Some kind of pre-industrial civilization, judging by the number of people with 

handcarts.  

“I’m going to need a visual on the afflicted,” she said, already resigned to what she must do. 

“The drone is trying to find him now. Central Command is plugging in the co-ordinates as we 

speak. It’s a small planet in the Genera quadrant.” 

“Wait.” Naria held out her hands, palms forward. “My son. I need to tell—”  

“No time.” Jorgal shook his head. “I’ll send someone round to watch over him until you return. 

Look. There’s the afflicted.” 

The drone focused on a man. His clothes were filthy and ragged and his skin bore the kind of 

grime that came with a lifetime of poverty. Being clean was the least of that man’s worries, if the way 

he was devouring a rather large meat pie was any indication. 

“My pie!” The Imperator’s face turned petulant, his thick, red neck straining against the gaudy 

jewelled chain of office he always wore.  

Naria fought the urge to sneer. Broken down, the chain could probably feed the world’s 

starving for years to come. The afflicted looked to be in his mid-forties, perhaps a little younger, 

given the harsh life he obviously led.  

“With all due respect, my lord, judging by the look of him I’d say that’s why he took it. It’s 

likely the most he’s eaten in a month.” She tried to hide her smile. The man’s unruly red beard was 

full of bits of crust, wet with gravy, his eyes half closed in obvious ecstasy as he chewed a mouthful 

so big it made his cheeks bulge.  

“We have a lock. Prepare to transfer.” Jorgal’s voice cut into her thoughts. 

“Wait a minute, I have to—” Naria began. But it was too late. At the same moment she sent a 

connection request to her son’s interface, a beam of light came down from the sky and enveloped 

her.  

“Mother?” Kodi’s worried face blinked briefly to life before her, then winked out as the portal 

opened and pulled her in. 

** 

Farrell was so full, he had to loosen the string holding up his britches. With the greatest reluctance, 

he placed the pie dish on the ground and leaned back against the wall with a happy groan. The 
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ginger cat came slinking out from under the barrow, from where it had watched him devour three 

quarters of the pie.  

“You’re welcome to it,” he said. “I’m stuffed.” The cat gave the dish a cautious sniff, and then 

licked at the side before grabbing a hunk of mutton and scuttling back to its hiding place. 

Farrell wondered if his magic only worked on food, or if he could conjure anything he wanted. 

The first thing he wanted was a bath, and clean clothes. Nothing too fancy. He did not wish to 

attract undue notice; there was no way he could pass himself off as a noble, and only nobles had the 

coin for fancy clothes. All he needed was something warm and clean. Boots without holes. Warm 

feet. Farrell sighed. He could not remember the last time his feet were warm.  

His face fell. Perhaps his luck with the chicken leg and the pie was a mere fluke. For all he 

knew, he might never be able to conjure anything again. The only way to find out was to try to 

produce something else, a skin of ale, perhaps, to help keep their faces out of his dreams.  

But before he did any of that, he needed to find somewhere a little less crowded than the 

market square. The magic made his hands glow. He suspected that only the greatest of luck had 

allowed him to conjure up a chicken leg and a mutton pie without attracting notice from the stall 

owners or the crowds. Anything more might just be pushing his good fortune a little too far, unless 

he was the only one who could see the glow, and he could not afford to take that risk. Farrell was no 

fool. If anyone saw him, they would either want to exploit his newfound gift for their own ends, or 

burn him as a witch. He did not fancy either.  

He rose and stretched, then as an afterthought, bent to pick up the pie dish, which he carried 

over to the barrow where the cat hid. “Here you are, little friend,” He shoved the dish underneath 

its hiding place. “Never let it be said that Farrell Dunwood doesn’t share his good fortune.” As he 

rose, the woman who owned the barrow stared in his direction, lip curled. Instead of being 

appropriately chastened, he grinned and strolled away with what he hoped was a jaunty wave. The 

next time he came back here that fishmonger would sing a different tune. He would buy the best 

fish she had and feed it to the cat right there in front of her. See how the old trout liked that. 

He moved through the crowd with a more spirited step than when he had entered the city that 

morning. His breath fogged the air, but Farrell was too busy planning how to take best advantage of 

his good fortune to let the chill bother him. Passing through the gates, he waved absently at the 

guards and carried on down the road.  

When he had gone far enough to be unseen from the city gates, he paused and looked about. A 

half-ruined barn, a relic from the freedom wars, occupied a corner of the field next to the road. He 

hurried in, tapping his finger against his nose to ward off spirits. Stacked bales of straw filled one 

end, under what was left of the roof. The other side was empty, save for a few scattered bales. 

Farrell pulled one over to the wall and sat upon it. 

Closing his eyes, he began imagining a purse of soft, dark leather, half-filled with silver and 
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copper coins. Not gold. It would not do to be too flashy. Just the smaller ones.  

A scream rang out and his eyes snapped open. A woman appeared in the air above him. She 

bounced off the stacked hay bales and sprawled with a thump at his feet. Farrell made the sign of 

the sun and scrambled away from where she lay. A ghost. Probably from the Freedom Wars. These 

fields were said to have run crimson with the blood of thousands. 

Part of him, the part that had seen more blood than he cared to remember, wondered why a 

ghost would breathe, or make that heavy thud when she landed. Farrell frowned and nudged her 

gently with his foot. No response. 

His first instinct was to walk away, pretend he had not seen her. But his conscience was not 

having any of that. The woman could be hurt. He had not seen her like before, such straight black 

hair and that warm brown skin, so different from the pale people of these lands.  

For an awful moment, Farrell thought he must have conjured her by mistake, instead of the 

coins. But how could that be? He had not been thinking of this woman, or any other. The only 

woman who haunted his thoughts had flame red hair and eyes like summer grass.  

No, if this woman was not a ghost, then she must be a witch. How else would she have 

appeared from nowhere, wearing such strange clothes? No ordinary woman would wear britches, 

especially not as tight as those, and definitely not red. Red was a man’s colour. Even ladies of high 

birth did not dare to wear red. He glanced up through the broken roof, expecting see the broomstick 

she fell from, but there was nothing in the sky except the winter sun. 

Farrell crouched before her and reached out a tentative hand to squeeze her shoulder. She did 

not respond. The red fabric of her tunic was shiny, smooth under his fingers. Patterned in black 

with tiny abstract images, it matched the britches.  

“Milady?” He shook her gently, and then snatched his hand away when she groaned. Eyes of 

dark amber flickered open, fixing on him. 

“Ziaxis.” She struggled upright, rubbing the back of her head. 

Farrell scrambled backwards. “Beg pardon, milady?” He looked around for a place to run. 

“The yalway scrooptha ziaxis.” Her eyes narrowed and she drew an object from a pocket in her 

tunic, pointing it straight at Farrell. Instinct made him duck to avoid the beam of blue light that 

erupted from the flat, white oblong. 

“Confounded witches.” He threw himself to the floor as she aimed the thing at him again. 

“Damned if you aid ‘em, damned if you don’t.” He did not wait for another blast from her magic 

stick. He was on his feet and out of the barn in a moment, zig-zagging across the field to avoid 

further beams. 

** 
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“Those morons at Central Command always screw up the Z axis.” Naria stuffed the Eris scanner 

back in her pocket and darted after the afflicted. Her left wrist smarted, as did both her knees, and a 

dull ache at the back of her skull suggested a possible concussion. When she returned, the portal 

techs had better look out. If they could lock the portal right on the Eris particle, regardless of the 

afflicted’s movements, they should damned well be able to place her at ground level.  

The red-headed man sprinted across the field, probably heading for the woods on the other 

side. Naria sighed and gave chase, keeping her pace even. They always ran, even before they found 

out what she wanted. Not that she could blame them. She had run, too, once. 

“It’s no use,” she called after him. The man did not turn around. “I’ll find you, no matter where 

you go. You may as well stop.” 

He glanced back but kept running. Judging by the state of him, he would not be able to keep 

that pace up for long. Malnourishment meant low endurance. She was no athlete but in far better 

shape than her quarry. 

By the time she reached the edge of the woods, the man was nowhere in sight. Slowing to a 

walk, Naria pulled the Eris scanner back out of her pocket and flicked it on. A red blip appeared on 

the tiny screen, moving northwest. She increased her pace, weaving in and out of the trees.  

It was an old forest, the trees so close that the winter sun shone even paler. The rough bark of 

aged trunks grew thick with velvety moss, and bright fungus in red and orange hues sprouted 

amongst gnarled roots.  

Naria stopped and listened. No sound reached her ears, except for the scrape of branches 

against each other in the breeze. Eyes focused on the scanner, she waited. The blip remained in the 

same position. The Eris particle had stopped moving. 

She inched forward, her steps soft, cautious. A twig cracked underfoot and she tensed, waiting 

for him to run again, but all remained quiet. According to the scanner, she should be right on top of 

the particle but still could not see the afflicted. A creak sounded above and she tilted her head. 

There, propped between two branches, sat the red-headed man. 

“Come down from there,” she said. “Let’s talk.” 

“Lifmi allonwich.” The man panted, his voice hoarse. “Gitawee frummy.” 

Naria frowned. “I don’t . . .” Of course. In her haste to be after him, she had forgotten to launch 

the translation module. She pressed a finger to her left temple. A list of options appeared, and she 

scrolled down until she found the one she needed. With a blink, she activated the application.  

Before she could test it on him, the small hairs on the back of her neck bristled, and static 

crackled in her clothing. Naria stiffened.  

The particle. “No!” 
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Too late. His hands glowed blue and the air shimmered. Something soft and heavy enveloped 

her. The rope net pulled her to the ground. “You’re kidding me?” She wrestled with the ropes, 

trying to disentangle herself.   

Her quarry shimmied down the tree and took off running again. “You’ll never catch me, witch,” 

he cackled. 

Naria sighed. At least the translation program worked. 

** 

Farrell sprinted, legs pumping. He did not know why the witch wanted him, but his gut told him her 

pursuit had everything to do with his newfound magic. Perhaps she wanted it for herself. The net 

would not hold her long, but it was all he could bring to mind when he saw her under the tree, and 

he had no wish to bring her harm.   

His foot caught in a tree root and almost took him down, but he stumbled and kept going. 

Every breath came sharp, painful, and his head spun. Worse, the pie lay heavy in his belly, as if he 

had swallowed a rock. Such a grand pie needed a nap to digest, not a headlong dash through the 

woods. Bile rose, bitter, at the back of his throat. If he ran much longer the pie would come back 

up. 

When he reached the northern edge of the woods, Farrell dared himself to look back. There 

was no sign of the witch, but that meant little. His head-start earlier had done him no good, either. 

He had kept silent as night up that tree, and she had still found him with her cursed magic stick. 

Slowing his pace, he looked for somewhere to hide before he collapsed. To the north-east lay 

Balport. He could double back and lose her in the city.  

The air was heavy with moisture, but no rain-clouds haunted the pale winter sky. He must be 

near the river, judging by the wet, icy scent. He could follow the river back to the city, maybe even 

find a boat someone left on the bank. A grin spread across his face. He would magic himself a boat. 

Farrell jogged onward, picturing all kinds of river craft in his mind. One in particular caught his 

imagination, with red sails and a black hull carved like the body of a dragon. A memory from his 

travels in the southern lands.  

The river’s thunder reached his ears before he found the bank. Dismay stole away his grin and 

leadened his step. When the bank finally came into view, he stopped and let out a heavy groan. Black 

as midnight, flecked with white foam and roiling through a maze of jagged rocks, the river Bal raged 

towards the sea.  

Farrell shook his head. No boat could survive that. Not even a dragon boat. He glanced back at 

the tree-line. Still no sign of the witch. Maybe he had lost her after all.  

He faced the direction of the city wall and trudged on. What he really wanted was to get off his 

aching feet and lie down. Maybe take a nap. Thoughts of an inn room came back to him and Farrell 
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stopped again. Coin. He needed coin. And he deserved an ale or three after all his troubles. 

He held out his hands and closed his eyes, bringing the soft leather purse to mind once more. 

Ten silver coins, he counted, and twenty copper, all bearing the Regent’s head. He imagined the 

weight of them, the jingle, the cool touch of the metal on his fingers, then warming in his palm. 

Nothing happened. Farrell opened his eyes. 

“Why won’t it work?” His shoulders sank. Did it only bring food? 

“It can only bring you things which exist there.” A warm voice spoke close to his ear. 

Farrell spun but saw no one. It had to be the witch. “Where are you?” The air before him 

shimmered, blurring momentarily. Then she appeared, her stance wary, one fine black eyebrow 

raised. Farrell gaped. “How did you do that?” 

“Cloaking device.” She held up a small silver egg, which she stowed inside her tunic.  

“A magic cloak. I’ve heard tell of those.” The corners of his mouth pulled downwards. The 

witch must be very powerful to know the spell for a magic cloak. And here he was, not even able to 

produce a small bag of coins. He sighed. No point in trying to run any further. “I suppose you’re 

here to take my magic away.” 

The witch stuck out her chin. A flicker of something akin to sympathy passed across her face 

before she locked it away behind a cold stare. “I’m afraid so. It’s not really magic, you see, just a 

residue of the Eris Drive after they blew it up. The particle inside you is the last free one; it’s taken 

Central Command more than a hundred years to gather them all.” 

Farrell sank to his knees. “I don’t pretend to know what all that means, but please, milady, have 

mercy. I had nothing before the magic came.” 

She pressed her lips together in a thin line, and pushed a lock of straight black hair behind her 

ear. “It’s not magic. Everything you think you’re conjuring comes from another world. That pie you 

ate belonged to the most powerful man on that world. As you might imagine, that did not make him 

very happy. I’m sorry. I have no choice. You can either come with me, or—” 

“Or what? You’ll kill me?” Farrell swallowed as her expression hardened. He rose, ready to run 

again, but the witch whipped out her magic stick, pointing it straight at him. A blue flash erupted, 

and Farrell found himself caged within a framework of lines made from pulsating light. He tried to 

grasp one of them, and yelped as a surge of energy knocked him off his feet. The witch was 

powerful, indeed. 

“I’m sorry,” she said. “It’s for your own good. If you put up a fight, I have to use whatever 

force is necessary. But killing you will only set the particle free to seek out another host, and I want 

my life back. It’s in both our best interests for you to be cooperative.”  

Farrell stayed on the ground, sitting with his knees pulled up against his chest. Neither of those 
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choices appealed to him, dying least of all. His chance of escape from the cage was low, but that did 

not mean he must give up. He would just have to wait until her guard was down. The gods had sent 

him a gift, and no witch was about to take it from him.  

The woman pressed a finger against her temple and her eyes unfocused, as if she had gone off 

into a daydream. “Come in Central Command. I have the afflicted in custody; homing beacon is 

active, please send a portal.” 

Nothing happened. The woman stood there, her lips pursed. She jabbed a finger against her 

temple again, and cried out. Her whole body juddered and twitched in some strange demonic fit 

before she fell to the ground. 

** 

Naria gasped for breath, lying on her back in the grass as the convulsions eased off. Something was 

wrong with the electronics. Something critical. When she had tried to contact Central Command, the 

system overloaded. A buzzing vibration had started in her skull and all the applications went crazy, 

before shutting down completely. 

“Arya arrimilay dee?” The redheaded man knelt over her. How had he managed to get out of 

the cage? The field must have shorted out with the power surge.  

Naria sighed. “Wait a moment, I can’t understand you.” She pressed her index finger to her 

temple to reboot the system, shoulders tensed as it cycled through the boot sequence. When it 

loaded, she reactivated the translation application. “There, that’s better. Now, what did you say?” 

“I asked if you were all right, milady.”  

Naria dropped her gaze. What was wrong with him? She had offered him a choice between 

death or subjugation, and he was concerned enough about her welfare to hang around instead of 

going on the run.  

“I’m fine,” she said. “Just a malfunction.”  

The delicate wiring must have been damaged when she hit the ground. So why did some 

programs work and not others? She scrolled through the options until she reached the 

communications link and blinked, holding her breath. Nothing happened. The program did not even 

try to load. Then a message appeared in her line of vision: transmitter failed to initialize. 

A cold sensation tightened Naria’s gut. The transmitter must have been damaged in the fall. 

Without it, she was trapped on this world. Central Command would not send another agent, at least 

not unless it became clear that she had failed the mission.  

Kodi would be worried if she failed to return within a day or two. She had never left him alone 

for longer than that. Naria’s chest tightened. If Central Command did not figure out something was 

wrong and come after her, she might never see him again. The lump in her throat grew painful, and 
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she tried to swallow it back, but could not stop her lip from trembling. She closed her eyes. 

“Why so sad?” The red-headed man’s voice, soft and full of concern, made her look up at him 

again. His expression was earnest, sorrowful. “Look, if you want my magic, you can have it. I’d 

probably mess it up somehow anyway.” 

Naria spoke through the ache in her throat. “Little good that does me when I’m stuck here.” 

He frowned. “Stuck here?” 

“I come from another world,” she said. “The same world you stole the pie from, well I do now, 

anyway.” 

“I didn’t steal it.” He shook his head. “I conjured it. I can do magic.” 

The look of pride on his face almost made her wish it was magic. Was that how she had looked 

when she made the same discovery? “That’s the thing.” She rose and brushed dirt and grass from 

her leggings. “You didn’t conjure anything. Whatever you imagine has to exist on the world I came 

from. For instance, what were you trying to do when I caught you, when you asked why it didn’t 

work?” 

“I wanted coin, to rent an inn room, have a bath.”  

“Well, there you go. They haven’t used coin in centuries. Everyone has a chip embedded in 

their wrist and whenever we want to buy something we just swipe it across a scanner and the 

amount is instantly deducted from our bank balance.” 

“I didn’t understand any of that.” He shrugged. “A chip in your wrist? A chip of what? Granite? 

Diamond? And what’s a bank balance? Is it something to do with the river?” 

Naria smiled. “It would take far too long to explain. For the purpose of what I’m telling you, all 

you need to know is that we don’t use coin anymore. Therefore, you couldn’t conjure any. 

Whenever you do your magic, the Eris particle within you transfers the object you imagine from 

another world.” 

The man frowned. “So the mutton pie?” 

“Came from the table of the Imperator of the most powerful nation on that world. He was not 

a happy man.” Naria frowned. Imperator Mankus was rarely a happy man. “See my clothes? These 

little pictographs all over them?” She pointed to one of the tiny emblems covering her tunic and 

leggings.  

The afflicted nodded. “I wondered about those when you fell from the sky.” 

“They are all slightly different, thousands of them on every piece of clothing we own.” 

“Why?” 

“Because without them, every time an Eris particle activated, someone would lose a piece of 
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clothing. Once, an Emperor lost a whole suit of new clothes in the middle of an opera performance. 

Everyone pretended they hadn’t noticed anything unusual, until some kid spilled the beans. I’m sure 

you’ve learned that in order to make something appear, you have to imagine it clearly.” 

He nodded. “Yes.” 

“From what I understand, you have to identify what makes it unique, so that the particle can 

distinguish it from other, similar things. By designing our clothes this way, we give them too many 

similarities for the particle to pick one, and so it cannot pick any.” 

“But why go to all that trouble for clothes?” he asked. 

Naria smiled. “It prevents anyone being embarrassed by sudden loss of garments. Imagine 

being in the middle of a city and your trousers vanish.” 

He laughed at that. It changed his whole face; his green eyes crinkled, all suspicion gone for a 

moment, and his cheeks lost their hollow look as his mouth widened into a broad grin. 

“Exactly,” she said. “So, given the possibilities, the people of that world don’t want you using 

your newly found gift. Which is where I come in. I’m supposed to convince you to let me put this 

on you.” She brought out the neutralizer collar. “And then I have to take you back. Only that’s not 

going to happen. At least not yet.” 

“Why not?” 

“Because I broke something when I fell. And I can’t contact my world to tell them to send a 

portal.” She paused, trying to swallow the lump that returned to her throat. “And I don’t know 

when I’m going to see my son again.” 

** 

Farrell glowered at his feet. Why did she have to go and mention having a son? One moment he had 

been feigning sympathy, looking for a weakness to help him escape whatever she had been using to 

track him down, and the next he was remembering his own son.  

Aric would have been a man, now. Tall, broad-shouldered, and handsome like his father. Or at 

least, the way Farrell was before the pain of their deaths broke him. Still, the drink had served him 

well enough. It had been years since he last allowed the memories to surface. 

“What’s wrong with you?” Her eyes narrowed, as though she thought he mocked her. 

“Nothing.” He pressed his lips together. “Everything. I had a son, too. He was killed. Him and 

his mother.” 

“I’m sorry.” 

Farrell clenched his fists. “Me too. But it was a long time ago. Tell me, this world of yours, do 

they have strong drink? You know, the kind that helps you forget?” 
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She shook her head. “If you mean alcohol, then no. Well, yes, but it’s restricted to the ruling 

classes. And it’s not my world. I just live there. What’s your name?” 

He raised an eyebrow. No drink? Maybe helping her would not be such a good idea after all. 

“Farrell Dunwood, pleased to make your acquaintance, milady.” He swept his arm out and bent at 

the waist in an elaborate bow, earning a soft chuckle from her. “How may I address you? And what 

do you mean, it’s not your world? Did you not just say you came from there?” 

“My name is Naria,” she said. “I meant that I didn’t come from there originally. You’re not the 

first one to be cursed with an Eris particle.” She pulled down the lapel of her tunic, showing him a 

white opaque collar covered in silver threads, exactly the same as the one in her hand. “I lived on a 

world similar to yours, maybe a little more advanced.” 

“And they came for you too.” He realised. 

She nodded, drawing her knees up under her chin, staring past him, her eyes losing focus. 

“Thirteen years ago. I was with child and my man had just died of a fever. When the particle came to 

me, I was starving, and on the verge of throwing myself off a bridge.” 

“So it favours those who are at their lowest ebb.” He had wondered why the particle had 

chosen him, worthless as he was. 

Naria’s eyes widened. “You know, I hadn’t thought about it before, but yes, I suppose it does. 

The last couple of afflicted I tracked down were destitute too. Not that it makes much difference to 

the people I work for. The first time you use it, they know. They have all this monitoring equipment, 

scanning the universe, waiting for the next one to show.” 

Farrell sighed. There she went again talking about things beyond his comprehension. She must 

have realized that her words sailed over the top of his head, because she smiled. He liked her smile; 

it made her eyes shine. 

“I’m sorry,” she said. “I forget you have no idea what I’m talking about. The Newarth Order—

the people who want me to bring you back—have a com … magic box, the sole purpose of which is 

to look for the particle. The particle came from another magic box in the first place. One of their sci 

… wizards created it as a joke.” 

“A joke?” Farrell could not imagine anyone making a magic box for a joke. 

She smiled again, then pursed her lips, brow furrowed. “Long ago, people from Newarth went 

into space in giant ships, looking for other worlds to live on. Since we’re all so similar in physiology, 

it’s likely they settled on our worlds too, but that’s a story for another day. On one of these worlds, a 

sci . . . wizard created the magic box. Its sole purpose was to steal things from the home world.” 

“Not very nice,” Farrell said. 

“I think he did it for fun.” She shrugged. “He called it the Eris drive; Eris is the name of a 
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trickster goddess on the original home world. Anyway, long story short, the powers that be on the 

home world weren’t very pleased. They sent out a fleet of ships to destroy the Eris drive, and ended 

up destroying the wizard’s world along with it. And that should have been the end of that.” 

“But the pieces of the box retained the wizard’s power.” Farrell thumped his knee. 

She grinned. “Something like that. Particles from the Eris Drive were scattered all over the 

known universe. It’s taken them centuries to track each one down. And yours is the only one they 

haven’t trapped.” 

Farrell thought for a moment. The end of the last particle would mean no more magic, for 

anyone. But then, he could understand the people of her world being angry at their things 

disappearing all the time.  

If he helped her, it would mean no more drink. No more forgetting. He was not sure he had the 

strength for that. Without the drink, he would have to remember his wife and son as he had found 

them that day, instead of the pride in their eyes when he waved them goodbye. If he did not help 

her, he would have her child on his conscience, and her child was alive. How could he keep a child 

from his mother? 

“So,” he said. “How can I help you get back there?” 

Naria rose and frowned down at him, her eyes searching his. “You’re serious?” Her words came 

out on a tremor. “You’d help me, knowing I have to take you back with me?” 

Farrell shrugged. “Can’t say as I like the idea of never drinking again. But to keep a boy from 

his mother would be a terrible crime.” If he had wanted to, he could have run, then, while she stared 

at him in bewilderment. But he no longer wanted that. “I’d like to ask a favour, if I might,” he said. 

When she stiffened, her eyes growing sharp, he smiled. “Don’t worry, I haven’t changed my mind. 

And I don’t want anything you’d be unwilling to give up.” 

“Well?” She crossed her arms over her chest, one eyebrow raised. 

“I would love a hot bath and a change of clothes. I don’t know about you, but I’m half-frozen. 

And since I’m to give up the drink, I’d like to enjoy an ale or two before I go.” 

She pursed her lips. “I don’t know how to get you those things. I already told you, we don’t 

have coin there anymore. Although .…” Her eyes widened and a slow smile curved her mouth. “If I 

describe something to you, do you think you can picture it well enough to transfer it here?” 

Farrell shrugged. “I can try. What do you have in mind?” 

“Jewellery.” 

“Reckon I can.” He nodded. “And I reckon I know a place where they’ll buy it.” 

“Good.” She grinned. “Here’s what I want you to imagine.” 
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** 

Naria lay on a lumpy bed, hoping the mattress was not host to any unwelcome guests. The sound of 

a deep voice singing, loud and out of tune, came from the next room, along with vigorous splashing 

noises. Farrell was obviously enjoying his bath. Which was great, because he needed one. It was only 

when they had entered the confined space of the inn that she noticed how badly he stank; prior to 

that, she had only caught a slight whiff, like wet dog. 

After several tries, he had managed to transfer the item she described. It was nothing special, at 

least to anyone but her. A plain gold chain with a diamond pendant, but the diamond was large 

enough for their needs. They had both bought new clothes, so that she would not stand out as odd 

at the inn. They had rented a room each, so that Farrell could spend his last night on his home 

world sleeping off several skins of Balport’s best ale. That was all he had wanted in exchange for 

losing his freedom. It seemed so little. 

Oh, he would have some kind of life on the other world. An existence. He would be fed, 

clothed and allowed to live out the rest of his days collared, so that the Eris particle would be 

trapped when he died, unable to find another host. Maybe he would even find happiness, of a sort. 

But he would not be free. If anything happened, if one of the other particles escaped, somehow, 

they would use him to track it down, just as they had used her, time and time again. Every occasion 

she had given another being the choice of death or subjugation, her conscience had died a little. And 

when they had chosen death, it had taken a piece of her soul. 

Naria could not imagine Farrell being able to take a life to preserve his own. Not after all he had 

been through. The man was willing to give up everything for her son’s sake. A child he did not 

know. Guilt gnawed at her gut, but what could she do? An idea nudged its way to the front of her 

mind, and she shook her head. No, that would never work. If she failed, she would lose everything. 

She rose and paced the floor, pushing the idea away. It would be fine. Farrell would be fine. 

She slumped. No, he would not. A heart like his would wither and die on that world. 

She crossed the room in two bounds and tapped at the door. The singing and splashing 

stopped. 

“I have to go out for a little while, Farrell,” she said. “I know you don’t have to, but I’m trusting 

you to be here when I get back.” 

“Where are you going?” 

“I’ll tell you when I return.” Without waiting for a response, she picked up the leather coin-

purse from the wash-stand and hurried out.  

** 

Farrell pulled on a soft new shirt and thick woollen tunic over his britches. Glancing back at the 

scummy grey water in the tub, he grimaced. He grabbed his thick new socks and opened the door 
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between the two rooms. Naria was still not back.  

As he sat there, combing the tangles from his hair and beard, he began to wonder if he had 

been too hasty in his agreement to help her. After all, it meant leaving his world for good. He would 

never be able to visit the graves he had dug for his wife and child. But then, he had not been back 

there since the day he buried them. A familiar ache tightened the back of his throat as he allowed 

himself to remember that day for the first time in a decade.  

Lord Gradan had lost the war, along with his land, and the new landowner had taken great 

pleasure in killing the families of those who had fought on Gradan’s behalf. Farrell had returned to 

find his farm silent, his cattle taken as fealty, crops burned. Hanging from a beam inside the house 

for him to find, so cold and still …. 

A strangled sound tore from the back of his throat, and he pressed his hands to his face. “I’m 

sorry. You deserved better. I should have been there.”  

Three ale-skins stood on top of the fireplace. He picked one up and uncorked it, inhaling. It 

smelled of forgotten nights and lost days, and too many unshed tears. He raised it to his lips, eager 

to escape the pain. Then he lowered the skin, replacing the cork. Not this time. This time he would 

let himself feel their loss, before he left them behind. He brought their faces to mind, recalling the 

sparkle of his wife’s green eyes, the dimple in his son’s cheeks when he laughed.  

“I love you,” he whispered. 

The door opened and he turned, clenching his jaw. 

“Are you …?” Naria stood in the doorway, hands behind her back, her expression uncertain. 

“Come in.” He tried to smile, knowing the picture of misery he must present. “I was just 

thinking about … remembering them. You know?” 

She returned his smile, but sadness brightened her eyes. She knew. 

“So, what is it you need me to do to get us to your world?” He asked. 

Naria’s gaze flicked to the ale skins on the dresser. “What about …?” 

“No need.” He shook his head, not looking at her. “I’ll say my goodbyes sober.” 

He kept his gaze averted, picking at a loose thread on the hem of his new tunic, and was not 

aware of her crossing the room until he felt her hand on his arm. When he raised his head, her 

amber eyes were bright, her smile tight. 

“I understand,” she said. 

Farrell blinked. “I know.” Then he rubbed his hands together, forcing cheer. “Now, what is it 

you want me to get? And where did you go?” 

She pulled her other arm from behind her back, producing a bundle of parchments. Inside the 
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scrolls were ink and quills. “I’m going to draw some things that I want you to get for me.” 

“Some things?” He raised an eyebrow. “I thought you just wanted me to fetch a magic door to 

get us back there?” 

Naria laid her purchases down on the bed nearest the window. “You’ll see. Now, come and 

watch me, so I can tell you what these items look like. Hopefully, it will help you picture them more 

easily.” 

Farrell shrugged and perched on the edge of the bed. Naria dipped a quill in the ink and spread 

out a roll of parchment. “See this?” She drew a cube shape, with rounded corners and two rows of 

squares along the front edge of the top face. Also on top, a large square, with the same rounded 

corners. This she shaded. “This box is made of a silver-coloured metal. These little square buttons 

I’m drawing are red, and they pulse with light. The second row of smaller buttons are green, and 

they pulse alternately. See that square, it’s made of black glass, or at least that’s what it looks like. It’s 

more complicated than that.” 

“What does it do?” Farrell leaned forward, trying to picture the item. 

Naria glanced up with a sheepish smile. “It’s a kind of magic box. A very important magic box.” 

When she was done, she laid it aside and began another picture. This was a small oblong shape, with 

triangular cut-outs along the edge, and a pattern of parallel lines running from one end to the other. 

“This item is copper-coloured. And these lines, here.” She traced one with her finger. “These are 

silver.”  

Farrell nodded, noting how thin the item was, unlike the cube. “How big is it? Is that 

important?” 

Naria glanced up at him, frowning. “I hadn’t thought about that. I just wanted to get them as 

detailed as possible.” She picked up the drawing of the cube. “This is quite big.” Her gaze swept the 

room, and she pointed to the wash-stand. “It’s as tall as that, and as wide as it’s high. A perfect 

cube.” She discarded that picture and picked up the second one. “This one is much smaller. Hold 

out your hand.” Farrell did as she said, and she traced an oblong shape in his palm. “About this big. 

Got it?” 

Farrell helped her move one of the beds back against the wall, to make room, then he picked up 

the picture of the box. “Silver, you say, with red and green glowing buttons.” 

Naria smiled. “And a black screen.” 

** 

Imperator Mankus wished his chamber door was not automatic. That way, he could have slammed 

it. Waiting thirty seconds for it to glide closed after he squeezed through did not have the same 

effect as a good slam. And what he needed right now was a damned good slam. Of all the ridiculous 

ideas. To expect him, leader of the greatest nation on Newarth, to show deference. And to a woman! 
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Well they could think again. They could stick their treaty where— 

The door chimes sounded. Mankus pressed the intercom. “Yes?” 

“Your dinner, my lord.”  

The sound of Jorgal’s calm voice eased Mankus’ temper a little. “Come in.” He pressed a button 

and the door swished open. 

His security chief entered, beaming. “You’re going to like this.” He carried a covered silver 

platter over to the table and lifted the lid with a bow. 

“Is it …?” Mankus licked his lips. 

“Mutton.” Jorgal grinned.  

Mankus hurried into his dressing room and pulled his heavy chain of office over his head. He 

laid it in its velvet box, his fingers caressing the rubies, sapphires, emeralds, and diamonds. Gaudy 

was the only word to describe it, but it was also unique. No one would ever be able to imagine such 

a chain unless they had seen it. He pressed a button on the polished walnut dresser and the box 

closed and slid into a secret compartment. 

“Any news on the particle?” He tugged off his purple velvet ceremonial robe, dropping it on 

the dark marble floor for his servant to pick up.  

“Nothing for a while.” Jorgal pulled out the single dining chair from the table as Mankus 

entered the room. “There was a signature a short time after she landed but nothing since. I’m sure 

Thirty-six has it all in hand. She’s very capable.” 

“Indeed.” Mankus sank gratefully into the chair and kicked off his shoes. Leaning over the pie, 

he took a deep breath, savouring the aroma of meat and gravy, and buttery pastry. He picked up his 

knife and fork, pausing only to admire the golden-brown crust. 

“Oh dear.”  

Mankus looked up. Jorgal was staring at the wall, his eyes unfocused. 

“What is it?” 

“I’m afraid something has gone missing. Just now.” Jorgal’s expression grew incredulous. 

“You’re not going to believe this.” 

“Believe what?” Mankus glanced longingly at his pie. “Can’t this wait?” 

Jorgal shook his head, his face ashen. The man’s jaw tightened, panic widening his eyes. 

“Well?” Mankus’ voice rose in pitch and volume. “What is it?” 

“Well, my lord, it’s … Oh, dear.” Jorgal’s gaze swept to the table. 

Mankus closed his eyes and clenched his teeth. Slowly, he turned his head until he was facing 
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the table. When he opened his eyes, his shoulders slumped. It was gone. He leapt up, grabbing 

Jorgal by the collar. “I want them found. Now. Do you hear me?” 

Jorgal’s shoulders rose, and he flinched. “I’m afraid we’re not going to be able to do that, my 

lord. They’ve taken the tracking computer.” 

** 

Naria stared at the computer, hardly able to believe what she had done. What Farrell had done. It 

did not pulse; there was no power source in this world, and the screen was black and lifeless. 

Crouching, she picked up the sliver of copper and silver wire that was even more valuable, to her at 

least. 

“Well?” Farrell pointed at the computer. “Is that the right thing?” 

“Oh, yes,” she breathed. “It is exactly the right thing.” 

“Good.” He held out a steaming pie dish. “Because now I’m going to enjoy this beauty while I 

have the chance. Want some?” 

“You stole another pie?” Naria laughed, shaking her head. “No thanks, maybe later.” 

He leaned over the dish and inhaled. The look of pure enjoyment on his face made her smile. 

“So.” He nodded to the large object on the floor. “What is it?” 

She bit her lip, wondering how to explain that the computer was the central nervous system of 

Newarthian inter-stellar tracking capabilities. “Let’s just say that without this magic box, they can’t 

come after us.” 

“After us? I don’t understand. I thought you had to take me there.” 

“I thought so too, Farrell.” She smiled. “But you changed my mind. It’s been a long time since I 

saw real kindness.” 

“So without that big box, they can’t find us?” Farrell did not look convinced. 

“No, and it’s useless to them here, there is no power to run it.” Even so, she crossed to the 

fireplace and picked up the iron poker. Holding it in both hands, she rose on tiptoe over the 

computer and brought the poke down hard, shattering the screen.   

She ran her fingers over the slender piece of copper in her hand, following the lines of the silver 

wires threaded through it. The key. 

“What about your boy?” Farrell’s green eyes narrowed. “How will you get back to him now?” 

“I won’t,” she said. “But that’s all right.” She raised the key to her throat, passing it across the 

collar she wore, the collar that blocked her own Eris particle’s power. A soft beep issued from the 

key, and the collar released its grip around her neck. She threw it on the bed. “There. Now, please, I 

must have quiet.” 
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Closing her eyes, she brought Kodi’s face to mind, dwelling on every detail in turn, his smooth 

brown skin, dark eyes, flecked with amber and surrounded by long black lashes that curled at the 

end. She marked the way his black hair shone like raw silk, and how it stuck up at the front no 

matter what he did to plaster it down. Next, his wide smile, so like his father’s, all gleaming white 

teeth with one incisor that did not sit quite straight. The tiny scars around his elbow from when he 

fell off his bicycle. The soft tones of his voice. The way he smelled of soap and sunshine. Until her 

image of him was so real, so complete in her mind, that she felt as though she could reach out and 

touch him. Tingling heat in her fingertips spread up her arms and she gasped, opening her eyes. The 

air shimmered and shifted, and there stood Kodi. 

“Gods preserve us all, you brought him here instead.” Farrell’s voice was a whisper of awe. 

Kodi looked about him, an expression of wonderment on his face and Naria took his cheeks in 

her hands and kissed him on the forehead. “I did.” She enfolded Kodi in her arms, squeezing tight. 

“I did!” 

“Mother, what …?” Kodi surfaced from her hug with a bemused smile, his gaze resting on 

Farrell. 

Naria squeezed him again, laughing as he struggled to pull free. “I’ll explain in a moment. This 

is Farrell; he helped me get free of the collar.” 

“Won’t they come after us?” Farrell asked. 

Naria ran her fingers over Kodi’s hair, smiling as it sprang back. “They will, eventually. But first 

they have to get their tracking system back online.” 

“You mean that thing?” Farrell nodded at the broken computer.  

“Yes. In the meantime, we take what we can in order to start from scratch out here. And then 

we go quiet.” 

“Quiet?” 

“Stop using the magic. When we take something from there, a signature … a trace is visible to 

their equipment for a short time afterwards. If we take what we need now while they’re down, we 

can stop using the magic and they won’t be able to find us without coming here and searching 

person by person. And this is a big world. Easy for three people to hide in.” 

“So, what are we waiting for?” Farrell picked up one of the parchments and the quill, handing 

them to her. “Get drawing. More jewellery for a start. I have a cat to feed.” His green eyes were lit 

from within by the huge grin on his face. 

Naria took them from him, her own grin so wide it made her cheeks hurt. “I know just the 

thing.” 
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Toys 
 

By Chelsea Nolen 

 

 

Claude Haberdasher stopped in mid-stride at the sight of the good luck trolls on Jim Moonie’s desk. 

He straightened his waistcoat and adjusted his gold cufflinks. As his mouth settled into the usual 

displeased scowl, he entered Jim Moonie’s cubicle, stopping in front of the offending desk. 

They stood in a straight line, eight naked pieces of skin-toned plastic with bright glass eyes and 

unnatural grins. Their ridiculous hair ranged from sunflower yellow to electric blue. 

Claude put one finger on the desk, catching Jim’s eye. 

“Hey, Mr. Haberdasher, how’s it going?” the programmer asked, presenting a lopsided grin. 

He’d added a loose tie to his green-and-white striped polo shirt, forgetting to iron either article. 

“Jim, what are these things?” 

“They’re good luck trolls, sir. Cute little things, otherwise known as—“ 

“What are they doing on your desk? More specifically, what are they doing in this office?” 

Jim’s smile faded to a nervous grin. “Well, sir, company policy clearly states that we can have 

personal items of interest on our desks.” 

“These do not constitute ‘personal items of interest.’ Tell me, what do they remind you of? 

What experience in your life does this recall?” Claude flicked his fingers at the troll with lime-green 

hair. 

“Well, none,” Jim admitted, squirming in his seat. “But they’re—y’know—cute. Entertaining.” 

“And just how do they entertain, Jim? Do they provide a visual distraction from your work? Do 

they make you laugh somehow? No, I seriously doubt that. These are not mementos. They are 

nothing more than putrid pieces of plastic, designed by morons, for purchase by other morons.”  
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Jim’s eyes tightened. “That’s harsh, man. But it’s still my decision on whether I like them or 

not.” 

Haberdasher paused. “How old are you, Jim?” 

“How … old?” 

“That was my question, yes.” 

“Oh, twenty-six or so.” 

“Mr. Moonie, exactly how old are you? Surely you know your age, you have undergone several 

birthdays already.” 

Jim glanced at the clock on the wall and closed his eyes, twiddling his fingers for a few seconds. 

“Ok, so I’m twenty-six years, eight months, five days, and seventeen hours old.” Jim smiled as 

though he’d passed a pop quiz. 

Haberdasher’s face turned even more glacial, his voice adding several layers of packed ice. “Do 

not mock me, Mr. Moonie. I do not appreciate your so-called attempt at humor. Your joke was a 

paltry attempt to smooth over—“ 

One of the trolls turned its head to look Haberdasher in the eye. It scrunched its wrinkled face 

up further, stuck its tongue out, and blew a loud, wet raspberry. 

Haberdasher reared back, swinging his arm in alarm. The loathsome trinkets squeaked as they 

struck the carpet. 

“Get rid of them, Jim. Now!” Haberdasher turned and struggled not to race back into his 

office. 

Not possible. That was not possible! 

** 

Haberdasher left his office, certain beyond a doubt, that Jim somehow rigged the toys so they could 

move. Calm again, he flicked the light switch in his office off as he shut and locked the door. Only 

secondary lights and the sigh of air conditioning greeted him as he dropped his keys into his jacket 

pocket and picked up his briefcase. He hurried past Jim’s cubicle, trying not to glance at the 

offensive collage of neon paraphernalia. He could not help but peek around the cubicle wall. 

He expected the psychedelic pandemonium that characterized Jim Moonie’s work place to rip 

into his eyes. But no riot of color shredded his corneas. The cubicle was devoid of any 

ornamentation. Only the sanctioned white paper office calendar hung on the gray fabric wall. 

Well—he listened to me this time. Good. That idiot Epstein never did. 
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Haberdasher tried to eradicate the days’ events from his mind as he drove out of the city and 

into the suburbs. When a red Subaru refused to move out of his way, he leaned on his horn and the 

Subaru’s bumper, until gravity finally pulled it into the slow lane. 

** 

The oversized granite fireplace in Claude’s living room received a generous daily supply of wood to 

consume. Claude placed his brandy snifter on the mantelpiece and leaned against the wall, watching 

the logs succumb to the flames. He tapped the fireplace poker against the hearth upon occasion. 

Watching the logs crumble to ash relieved an equivalent amount of tension in Claude’s shoulders 

and back. He could relax, contemplate the trivial portions of life that didn’t matter. 

He didn’t have to do anything at all, other than turning the occasional recalcitrant log. 

Jim’s a tree-hugging hippy at heart. His cubicle is decorated like a refugee from the Mardi Gras. He doesn’t 

know how to dress or cut his hair. Yet his insights are priceless. Somehow he knows what people want, and conjures it 

out of code. His ideas bring in money—lots of money. 

Enough to keep him around, regardless of his complete lack of taste. 

Claude poked at some of the slower burning logs, trying to encourage the flames to attend to 

their job. The fire seemed delighted to comply; in moments, those logs were lit from end to end. 

Claude reached up for the snifter on the mantelpiece. His hand knocked into a dancing flower. 

Pretending to ignore the bubblegum pink trinket jiggling its leaves on his mantle, he raised the 

fireplace poker and swung. 

Pieces of flower splattered across the oriental rug. 

Claude spotted the bloom and jammed the tip of the poker through it. Green gel oozed out. 

“What are you doing in here,” he growled, twisting the poker. “If the maid left you, I shall have 

her filleted.” 

A sudden piercing pain in the back of his neck stopped Haberdasher’s brutal attack. He reached 

up and swatted whatever insect stabbed him, only driving it deeper. Using his fingernails, he yanked 

a thorn out of his neck. 

“What the—” 

Looking behind him, Haberdasher spotted an indigo dancing flower perched on the far side of 

the mantelpiece. But it wasn’t dancing. In the center of the bloom, he could see another thorn 

slowly extruding. With a small pfft the second dart imbedded itself in his chest. 

A wave of dizziness swept over him. “You little bastard…” he slurred. He aimed the poker for 

the second flower, but darkness swept up from behind his eyes and carried him down to 

unconsciousness. 
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** 

“Mr. Haberdasher? Sir?” 

Claude knew he was dreaming; why else would he hear Jim’s voice while his eyes were closed? 

“You don’t belong in my dreams, Jim, now get out.” 

“I’m sorry, sir, but this isn’t a dream.” 

“Of course it is. I never sleep in the office, I…” Wait. His last memory was the fireplace. And 

that damnable plastic petunia darted him! 

“You!” Haberdasher bellowed as he launched himself off whatever flat surface he lay on. Jim 

had been leaning over him. Haberdasher grabbed him by the throat and slammed him into the 

nearest wall. But it wasn’t the seawater green wall of his living room. This wall could swallow his 

living room wall several times over. 

Claude looked around. Still in his work clothes, he stood in a room large enough to use for a 

theatrical production. The only furniture was a gurney that he’d been sleeping on. The lights were 

fluorescent, bouncing off of mauve and rose-colored walls. In the far wall was something 

reminiscent of a garage door, painted neon yellow. 

This was not his house. 

“Where are we,” Haberdasher demanded as he glared at Jim. 

“We’re in a spaceship.” 

“Mr. Moonie, you have clearly lost your mind.” Haberdasher enunciated each word, his 

reprimand oozing venom. “This is not a space ship. Kidnapping is a federal offense. Add breaking 

and entering on the side, and illegal drug use—“ 

Jim gasped and choked, pointing at the multitudinous trinkets littering the floor. “Wasn’t me! 

Sir! Wasn’t me, they did it!” 

Haberdasher released his hold on Jim’s throat. “Are you implying that your toys kidnapped 

me?” he demanded incredulously. “Your delusions have shifted into dangerous grounds.” 

“They—uh—needed me to translate for them.” Jim shifted uncomfortably against the wall, 

failing to get his neck free. His gray t-shirt twisted in Haberdasher’s punishing grip. 

Something poked at Haberdasher’s foot. He looked down, noting that a blue-haired troll in a 

tiny grey suit held a miniature space gun, which it shoved into his ankle repeatedly. It glared at him 

with each poke. 

 “Quit that,” Haberdasher ordered, refusing to follow the trail of that thought. 

The troll opened his mouth and squeaked back. 
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For a second, Haberdasher’s mouth dropped open. Dear God, the squeaks even sound angry! 

“He says, uh, that you need to step back and quit threatening me. Violence is the action of small 

minds.” Jim snickered until Haberdasher’s glare morphed it into an awkward cough. “Uh, anyway, 

he has a taser aimed your way, so I’d heartily recommend listening.” 

“Very well, Jim.” Haberdasher sighed in exasperation, lowering his arms and stepping back. 

“We shall keep this civilized. What is it you want—a raise? This is a horrendously poor method to 

secure it, I can assure you.” 

“I told you, I had nothing to do with this,” Jim insisted. “I’m here as a translator.” 

“Ah. I see.” 

“No sir, you don’t. See these”—Jim swept his arm out, encompassing the many small figures on 

the floor—“are from outer space.” 

Haberdasher rolled his eyes. “Really, Jim? That’s the best you could come up with?” 

The tiny figures moved closer, voicing their thoughts in innumerable squeaks. 

Haberdasher reached down and snatched one up—the one clenching the ray gun. It glared 

back, the gun firmly aimed at Claude’s nose. 

Haberdasher examined the creature from several angles. The ears were thin and followed the 

curve of the head. The ear canal was plainly visible. Haberdasher could see where the hairs 

disappeared into the scalp; it wasn’t a scrap of carpet. 

“At least you’re wearing clothes this time,” Haberdasher noted drily. 

The troll stuck his tongue out; Haberdasher could see the bumps that were surely taste buds. 

A final stroke of the oversized ear threw any remaining doubts in the trash, as the ear twitched. 

“It isn’t plastic.” 

“No, sir, it’s not.” 

Haberdasher very gently set the troll back on the floor, then took several long, calming breaths. 

“Very well, Jim, as hard as it is to believe, I accept the premise that these are indeed aliens from 

outer space.” 

“These guys here are called Krithlin, sir.” Jim’s wave indicated the good-luck trolls, now 

clothed. “They’re from Cygnus Six. And the flower-folk are Chamkopa from 15 Sagittae, fifth 

planet.” 

The Krithlin wore clothing that looked remarkably human. The Chamkopa had bangles 

dangling from their many petals. 
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Haberdasher regarded them silently for a moment. “I am quite positive those are immeasurable 

distances from here. So why did they come to Earth and present themselves as toys? And what 

could they possibly want from me?” 

“They’re here to help us, sir.” 

“Hah! Toys do not change society, Jim.” 

“Oh, but they will! They’re encouraging children to play more.” 

“I thought you said that they were here to help us,” Haberdasher grumbled. “We hardly need 

more lazy children lounging around—” 

“Not lazy, sir. Playing. Children need to play to learn lessons like responsibility, caring for 

others, caring for the world—” 

“Please don’t throw your hippie environmental dross at me.” 

“—and creativity. Maturity. Emotional control. Sympathy. Empathy. All of these can be 

strengthened by simply playing.” 

“Are you saying that you are creative because you play? That I could replace you with a five-

year-old and a set of Legos™?” 

“That wouldn’t work, Mr. Haberdasher, and you know it. A child doesn’t have the skillset to 

take his creative urges and transform them into something useful. But, a five-year-old might make 

that leap if he or she continues to play throughout childhood and into maturity.” 

“What do these things get in exchange for teaching us this vital lesson, Jim? Have you asked 

them that?” 

“Well, yeah. They’ll help us reach the stars. They’ll benefit from trade, new places to visit, the 

gases from the outer planets, all kinds of things.” 

“When?” 

“Well, it’s going to take a couple generations. Humanity is pretty screwed up.” 

Haberdasher snorted. “So they have promised pie-in-the-sky at some unforeseen date, to be 

determined by them. This is a hoax, Jim. They have nothing to offer us. They are illegal aliens, living 

here, multiplying on our land, eating our food, because fools like you give them a free ride.” 

In the distance, the rumble of car engines sounded. A large door in the far wall opened, letting 

in several round vehicles. As they neared, Haberdasher felt his ire rise. The vehicles were old 1960s 

Volkswagen Beetles. Grass green, sunshine yellow, cornflower blue, and cherry red, the vehicles 

lined up before him, running their engines and sounding like grumbling uncles. 

“You go too far,” Haberdasher growled back. “These cannot be aliens. A—car—cannot be 

alive. Machines do not live!” 
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Jim stood beside Haberdasher. “Oh, they’re alive,” he asserted. “Do you see any drivers? That’s 

because the Bugs are driving themselves. They’re insect people from Capella Seven. They grow an 

iron carapace around their organs, and they get to decide how it grows. Most of their organs lie 

below the engine—which is a fake plate, you know, a hidden panel kind of thing. The brain is 

somewhere in the rear seat. We can’t begin to say their name, so they took the title ‘VW Bug’ as their 

own.” 

“And they picked this objectionable form?” 

“Well, Hitler gave them their first way to scout out the planet, with his auto manufacturing.” 

“So these aliens were helping Hitler.” 

“God no! They knew he was off his rocker!” Jim leaned close. “They worked against him by 

taking the messages Hitler sent and leaving them where the Allies could find them. That’s why Hitler 

turned to motorcycles for delivering messages, you know.” 

“I refuse to believe your balderdash, Jim. They are not here to benefit humans.” 

Another Krithlin stepped forward and fussed for several moments. Jim looked anxious as the 

creature spoke. 

“If I tell him that, he’ll go bonkers,” Jim protested. 

The Krithlin squeaked some more, increasing the anxiety in Jim’s eyes. 

“For God’s sake just tell me,” Haberdasher snorted. “You won’t hurt my feelings. I don’t care 

what they say.” 

Jim licked his lips. “All right. Just remember, this is a literal translation, as close to word-for-

word as I can get it. 

 “He says they’re here to help humanity, because we’re in desperate need of help. People like 

you are destroying the planet as well as your species.” 

Haberdasher glared down his long nose at the Krithlin. “You shall have to explain that in more 

detail. I cannot conceive of any method whereupon I would threaten an entire planet.” 

“It’s not just you, Mr. Haberdasher. It is humans like you. Type A personalities, driven to 

extremes, until you suck all the life out of everything that comes too near. You’re the kind of human 

who prefers to crush his opponents, regardless of the consequences.” 

“That is a businessman’s prerogative.” Haberdasher’s voice took on an icy quality. 

“Incorrect. No sentient has that right. Your actions wound all those around you, spread a social 

sickness among your species that taints the world.” 

 “Do not presume to know me, you miniature cat-ingested hairball. Your sad distracted brain 

could not begin to grasp the intricacies of my life.” 
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The troll squeaked back, clearly angry. 

“He says he doesn’t want to understand you, Mr. Haberdasher. But he’s seen this disease 

before. You’re sick. You spread your disease daily. The things I’ve seen you do are reprehensible, yet 

I know you can do worse.” 

“What exactly have you seen that is so horrid?” 

“The time you fired Epstein for that miscalculation? The one caused by that crappy computer 

you had him work on? It crashed while he backed up the data for your report, Mr. Haberdasher. He 

could only recover a fragment of what he’d collected. 

Jim swallowed hard. “But you wouldn’t listen to what happened. You pulled him in front of the 

entire office and berated him for ten minutes! You insulted his clothes, his hair, his lifestyle! You 

reduced him to tears in front of everyone.” 

“The fool deserved it. He cost the company money.” 

Jim looked up from the Krithlin. “No sir, he didn’t deserve it. He deserved a decent laptop to 

work with, not something from the Stone Age. People are worth a whole lot more than their salary.” 

Haberdasher pointed his finger at Jim. “That right there,” he crowed, “is why you shall never be 

a businessman, Jim. You have to be able to cut your losses, trim away waste.” 

“You’re talking about people, not beef. And there are plenty of good people in business, Mr. 

Haberdasher. They don’t feel the need to grind other’s faces in the dirt. They don’t get a thrill out of 

hurting others.” 

“Have a care, Jim. You could be sued for slander.” 

“That may be, sir, but I’m not the one who attacked Epstein like that.” 

A crimson dancing flower hopped up and down, catching their attention. It proceeded into an 

epileptic fit, a skittering, twitchy movement of bright leaves, head, and stem. The bangles on the 

petals made erratic tinkling noises. Jim watched carefully. 

“Ramona says they’ve been watching you. You brag about annihilating your opponents in golf. 

Really, Mr. Haberdasher? Even your golfing buddies are opponents?” 

“That is neither here nor there, Jim.” 

“Well I’d say it’s a problem, Mr. Haberdasher. Because Ramona says you do it to everyone—

business associates, political buddies, even your neighbors.” Jim looked at Haberdasher with 

sympathy. “You don’t have a friend in the world, man. You’re so vicious that nobody wants to get 

near you.” 

“That is quite enough, Mr. Moonie! How dare you spy on me! My life is my business! Not 

yours!” How dare Jim pass judgment on me! Haberdasher kicked out, sending dozens of trolls and 
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flowers flying. The air filled with pea-green hair and lavender petals. “I do not need you! I do not 

need these stupid toys! I do not need your sympathy or their so-called help!” 

The trinkets fled before his onslaught. Haberdasher pursued. “I’m going to rip you miniature 

thugs to pieces and toss your remains in my fireplace!” 

One troll with international-disaster orange hair stood frozen. The man ran for the troll, timing 

his kick so that he would keep his footing after he booted the little terrorist into eternity. 

The VW Bug was faster, rolling over the troll without touching it. The headlights and bumper 

slammed into Haberdasher, sending him flying. 

Haberdasher found the wall with his face. 

** 

Five months after his terrible auto accident, Claude Haberdasher was released from the hospital. His 

oldest nurse escorted him to the cab, since she could match his crutch-burdened pace. An intern 

carried his get-well cards and gifts. 

 A ghost of his old self, Haberdasher’s face held a frozen smile. His eyes were slightly wild as 

he left the sterile surroundings. He settled in the back of the cab slowly, keeping his crutches close. 

 The intern filled the seat next to him with his many gifts. He placed a purple-haired troll on 

Claude’s lap. 

 “Goodbye, Mr. Haberdasher. I hope you have a nice life,” Nurse Penelope told him as she 

gave him a quick hug. “Remember what I said about the value of church.” 

 As they drove off, the troll turned to look Haberdasher in the eye. “Don’t worry, Claude,” 

he squeaked. “We’ll take care of you. You won’t lack for company or any assistance you might 

need.” 

 “Please get out of my head,” Haberdasher whispered, the whites of his eyes showing. 

 “You’re not ready for that step yet,” the puce flower replied in a sorry-leaf wriggle. “We’ll 

consider it once your—more aggressive urges—are under control.” 

 “Please get out of my head,” Claude whispered again. “Please…” 

 

>>><<< 
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Learned Magic 
 

By Ted Blasche 

 

 

Once upon a time in the land of Noll, there lived a wizened old wizard named Zalton. Noll might 

have been but one of many countries on this world, but it was special. For of all the lands, only in 

Noll could one find true magic. Here, the old teachers kept it in their bones. 

Of all who claimed magic, Zalton was by far the most powerful. Birds gathered to sing him 

morning songs while crickets chirped him to sleep at night. He fashioned gold from air and water, or 

dissolved it into a puddle of mud. So great was his fame that supplicants traveled from near and far 

to beg for his favors. Most of these, he categorically refused, chastising each before sending them 

scurrying on their separate ways. "You mortals must never depend on the magic of others!"  

Every day blended into the next, lacking substance, until that unique morning Zalton emerged 

from his home to find the sun warm on his face and the air sweet to his nose. These mornings put 

him in a receptive mood. As he took in the view, a frail, young lass stumbled down the well-worn 

path that fronted his gate. Draped in burlap, her feet bare on the gray cobblestones, she moved with 

more pain than any soul should have to bear. Her face, barely skin-covered bone, accentuated her 

hollowed and haunting eyes. Hobbled but resolute, she carried in her arms a burden too great for 

her frame to support. 

Perhaps it was the scent of his beloved fields of flowers or the songs of feathered friends in the 

trees, but whatever the reason, her plight softened Zalton's heart, warmed and opened it to this waif 

struggling to shield her treasure. "Let me share your load," he offered as she stopped to take a 

ragged breath.  

"It's my burden, not yours. One I dare not share." She made as if to say more but sank to her 

knees instead. With a rasp, her last words fell upon his ears. "My brother, care for him, please..."  

Zalton reached out with his magic to shelter her from harm, but when the burlap fell away, he 

realized that even his magic could not bring the breath of life back to her body. He knelt to console 

this pathetic stranger, but the veil of death had claimed her soul. Sadly, he watched as it slipped 
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silently from her body, a wisp in the wind freed of its tether, floating into the sky to join the 

guardians of all good things. 

With a certain longing, Zalton watched as the guardians entwined and enveloped her, escorting 

this unnamed mother off to the gathering grounds of gentle souls. He wanted to work some spell to 

bring her back, breathe life into the bag of bones lying at his feet, but such a feat was beyond even 

his great skill. Instead, he reached down to pick up the child. 

 "Not much to look at, are you?" He held the bundle at arm's length, worried that it might leak 

from one of its many orifices. "I guess some provision must be made until we can find you a new 

home."  

True to its nature, the foundling leaked. 

Years passed and a new home for the boy never materialized, so Zalton kept the child as his 

own. Under his care, the baby grew into a mischievous toddler. Always under foot, the man-child 

played havoc with the ancient warding-symbol scrolls, upset far too many vials of potions, and 

scribbled over the most sacred of his father's pentacles. After one particularly infuriating day, 

Zalton, in a fit of anger, named the child for a small growth on the end of his nose. 

"Wart, you'll be the death of me yet!" Too young to understand the concept, he just giggled and 

rubbed another protection-ward from their cottage's single doorframe.  

Life in Zalton's household continued in disarray until Wart reached the age of indenture. By 

then, his reputation as a free spirit dissuaded established craftsmen from considering the adolescent. 

When Zalton pleaded for their consideration, he received the usual response, "Wart would be more 

trouble to me than he's worth, I'd sooner work alone than put up with that boy's nonsense." 

And so it came to pass that Zalton decided to take Wart as his protégé. "Son, the practice of 

conjuring is very dangerous, so I will be a demanding task master." 

Wart cried, "But I don't want to be a wizard. Your powders make me sneeze, and the scrolls are 

as dull as dishwater. I want to have fun, join a circus, and tame lions. You don't have any fun." 

Not one to change his mind once made, Zalton proclaimed, "Nevertheless a magician you shall 

be, and I shall train you to the most exacting standards." 

Stomping his foot, the child fumed, "You can't make me!" 

"No?" Zalton jiggled a small spell with his fingers, and Wart found his feet dancing an 

uncontrollable jig.  

"Make them stop!" Wart gasped as his lungs burned almost as badly as his legs. 

"As you wish." The legs slowed their motion until Zalton wove another enchantment using 

only his wrists. Wart flipped upside down to hang like that side of ox smoking in the wizard's larder.  

"Let me down!" The boy-child moaned as the blood rushed to his head. 
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With a swipe of Zalton's arm, the boy bounced off the wall, falling to his father's feet. "I have 

always been good to you, tolerant of your foibles, but it's time to become a man. You can refuse to 

learn my lessons, but from this day forward, your life will be one of misery. The only way you may 

escape my magic will be to develop your own. As my apprentice, you must find the means to protect 

yourself or perish." With one last tweak prompting Wart to sneeze uncontrollably, Zalton ordered, 

"Get a good night's sleep. Your lessons begin tomorrow." 

** 

Wart rose early and packed a small kit. He would quit his father's house and venture forth to make 

his own future, perhaps in the army. The reluctant apprentice reached the door, where he smashed 

into one of his father's denial wards. It was as if he had walked into a window, though none existed 

to bar his exit. Blood dripping from his nose, the boy screamed, "Father!" 

The old wizard rose, adjusting his robe as he climbed down the stairs to the main room. "So 

you tried to make good your escape." He laughed with unsuppressed glee. "Go ahead, but your 

efforts will fail. You'll remain trapped in this room until you've learned how to break my 

imprisoning spell." 

Reluctantly Wart asked, "Then please show me the spells, explain their nature." 

Wagging a finger in his reluctant student's nose, Zalton answered, "No! You must learn these 

things on your own. I might choose to coach you, even offer occasional advice, but a wizard's magic 

must be learned, not taught. That's the one ironclad rule passed down from master to apprentice 

since wizardry began."  

"But...But if I can't leave this hovel, how will I learn?" 

"The things you need to become a wizard have surrounded you for your entire life. My scrolls, 

my implements of power, all of them lie about this very room. They will provide everything you 

need to become as strong as your master, providing you bend yourself to the task." He walked 

through the portal, the one that barred Wart, turning to hurl one last gibe, "Don't stand there with 

your tongue in your ear. Get to work!" 

Of course, Wart rejected his father-turned-master's words. The reluctant apprentice dallied and 

procrastinated until he realized that nothing in his prison would work without magic. Pots that used 

to provide an unlimited source of food, now sat empty. Jugs of water needed filling, but the well sat 

beyond his reach in the yard. Hunger and thirst finally drove him to his first lesson. By the time 

Zalton returned that night, Wart could barely produce a crust of bread and goblet of water.  

"I see you might yet die of malnutrition." Zalton chuckled as he conjured up a bowl of steaming 

meat stew and muffins for himself. "Maybe tomorrow will be better." It was, indeed, but only by the 

barest lot. 
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Days faded into weeks, and Wart slowly mastered the spells and enchantments written on the 

many scrolls he found hidden, some under furniture, others in drawers, and even a few behind false 

walls. When the apprentice thought he had found the last secret cache, he tried the door once more. 

Although the barrier weakened sufficiently to keep him from repeating his bloody nose, it continued 

to deny him exit. 

"Zalton," the child in him whined, "I've learned all your magic, but I'm still a prisoner." 

His voice softening somewhat, Zalton critiqued his foster son. "Wart, you've done well...even 

better than I expected, but you're little more than a novice and will remain so until you've mastered 

my implements of power." 

Looking around, Wart complained, "You said everything I needed was here, but there are no 

implements of power in this house." 

"Ha!" Zalton spun, his finger pointing at everything in the room. "They are hidden in the guise 

of household tools. You must find them, determine their function, and unlock the key to activate 

them." 

"Can you give me a hint?"  

Holding a single hand toward Wart, palm facing the child, he said, "One and only one hint will I 

give. My greatest tool lies concealed in plain sight with those of lesser strength. You can surely 

access it with no great effort on your part. I will tell you this...it is not the broom, but you must use 

that to clean this packrat's den soon, or the entire room will revolt against you. After using my 

implements sufficiently long for them to accept your incantations, every device will permit you to 

tap into the power contained within." 

In frustration, Wart complained, "But I've used every implement from your quill to that old 

staff in the corner. None of them have as much as twitched for me." 

"Let this be your guide. They will only respond to your greatest need, when the fire of truth is 

in your heart. Remember...for as long as I breathe the new day's air, this will be your last hint." 

When the cock crowed, Wart leapt from his bed and flew into the kitchen. He grabbed a ladle 

from the wall, waving it about, but after an hour, all he had to show for his effort was a sore arm. 

Next, he grabbed a cook-pot from its place on the shelf. He rubbed the vessel until its copper sheen 

reflected the rays of mid-day light shining through the window.  

Sweat pouring from his body, Wart sighed. "Last night's garlic is revisiting my nose. I really 

need a bath." 

On the table, his pot began to hum and then bubble as hot water rose, filling it to the brim. 

From its mouth, a gusher of water spouted into the air, dousing Wart's head before cascading down 

his body to splash onto the floor. "That's enough!" Covering his nose, he shrieked between gasps 

for air, "No more!" Yet the seemingly endless supply of water kept soaking him to the bone, soon 
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accumulating ankle deep on the floor. Bearing witness to the rapid rise of swirling waters, now 

reaching his seat, he cried out. "I need this to stop before I drown."  

With a puff of vapor, the water disappeared, leaving only wet clothing as a reminder of the 

deluge. "At least the floor and I are both clean," Wart muttered to himself as he carefully placed the 

pot back on the shelf. 

"You must be more diligent, study harder, work at your craft." Zalton scolded each day, until 

Wart had mastered all but one of the master's devices. "Why are you delaying? Find and master the 

fulcrum of my power. Do it before the sun sets!" 

"But I can't find it," Wart carped and cried as the pressure to escape his prison wore upon his 

soul. 

"Look harder!" Zalton left the cottage. "I shall take my air in the fields. Call me when you've 

succeeded."  

Grumbling, Wart continued his search. He was in the middle of a third round when he heard a 

roar that shook the windows, glass vibrating in their panes. Grabbing the far-looker-device from 

Zalton's desk, he dashed up the stairs to the bedchamber that looked out over the open countryside. 

Zalton stood at the nearest field's edge, watching a strange object falling from the sky.  

To Wart, this strange flying object looked like a grain silo with its base on fire, its descent 

slowing as the strange structure drew ever closer to the ground. With a gush of wind and smoke, the 

flying building finally touched down, setting small fires in the ripening grain. Zalton stood patiently 

waiting until a small door opened in the side of the contrivance. When it did, strange looking 

creatures dressed in silver emerged to walk like balloon figures across the field. 

Wart adjusted his far-lookers, but these new arrivals remained elusive. On each head, they wore 

something resembling one of his kitchen pots, but an opening in each permitted the smallest of 

glimpses as to their nature. These strangers seemed to have pink-orange faces, so different from his 

own beautiful shade of green. They did have the right number of eyes, but over each sat a thin ridge 

of fur. Imagine that...fur on the face! One even had a strip of it under his nose! How disgusting 

could one get? 

Wart watched as Zalton approached these otherworldly creatures, trying to communicate but to 

no apparent avail. He gestured in contempt, a signal Wart knew all too well, before turning to walk 

away. After but a few short steps, one of the silver-suits pulled a bizarre device from a holder on his 

side and pointed it at Wart's master.  

A beam of light struck Zalton in the back, causing a hole to appear in his chest. Seeing this, 

Wart pounded on the magical barrier that kept him from rushing to his father. He cried out his 

anguish, sinking to his knees, tears running down his cheeks. To his way of thinking, Zalton had 
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treated him cruelly on occasion, but the old wizard also provided food on the table, a warm place to 

sleep, and, of late, a profession.  

His mind a jumble of conflicting emotions, the newly orphaned apprentice remained on the 

floor, leaning against the window until night shadows claimed his view. Then rising, he stumbled 

down to his bed, mind numbed by shock and grief. What shall I do? Will I ever escape this prison? Where 

can I go if I do?  

This was a fitful night's sleep, with Wart tossing and turning until sometime after midnight. It 

was then that Wart heard a sound, a moan, really, more whispered than spoken, its familiarity 

causing him to leap nearly out of his skin. Sliding out of his bed, he crept toward the sound, a shoe 

clutched tightly in his hand. "Who's there?" 

Near Zalton's desk, something shimmered in the moonlight. Edging closer, Wart opened his 

eyes wider to gather the few rays filtering into the room. At the near corner, he traded his shoe for 

the master's old staff. Emboldened, he challenged, "Show yourself!" 

A translucent shadow coalesced into a shape, not solid to the touch, but visible to the eye. Wart 

dropped to his knees. "Master...I thought you dead!"  

"Indeed, your thought is correct, my son. I am no longer corporeal in any sense of the word. 

My fellow spirits have granted permission for me to warn you of the coming danger. Those cruel 

demons on yonder field have set upon a course of conquest, and only you have the power to block 

their path. 

"Me? I can't even escape this building. What good am I against the power of light they used to 

strike you down?" 

"I was fool enough to approach without my strongest magic. I could have shielded against their 

weapon, turned it against them, and prevailed, but alas, I had left it here for you to discover."  

"Then your death is on my hands." 

"No, my son, it is on theirs, and you must cleanse them from our world." 

Wart jumped to his feet. "Tell me where your magic is and how to use it. Then I will smite these 

intruders from our land."  

A look of intense sadness painted the apparition's countenance. "Alas, I am bound, even in 

death, by the rules of your apprenticeship. Without your master's assistance, you must find my 

magic, divine its true nature, and take it as your own." 

 "At least answer me this, what is the nature of your power?" 

"That power springs from the mind of the wizard. My wand will provide anything your 

imagination can divine, but there are many such sources of power available to you." 
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"Eyes darting about the room in desperation, Wart begged, "Isn't there something you can tell 

me to assist in my search?" 

After a weighty pause, Zalton whispered, "My son, you must learn to tend your own fire. Only 

then will you become a true wizard. The dawn rapidly approaches, so my time here is at an end. 

Blessings be upon you, my son, in your quest." With those last words, the apparition faded into 

shadows once more, leaving Wart to ponder his future in silence. 

The next day, Wart watched the aliens setting up a camp of sorts near the base of their flying 

silo. Gone were the silver suits revealing the invader's true forms. As he expected, they were covered 

in pinkish skin and the removed pots revealed something even more disgusting. They wantonly 

exposed their ears; such a blatant lack of morals struck Wart dumb.  

That night Wart worked into the wee hours, examining and reexamining everything in the 

house. His search uncovered many magical devices which would assist him in his coming battle but 

the wand eluded him. Finally, in a state of near exhaustion, he collapsed in front of the hearth. 

Looking into its everlasting flames, he tried to fathom his father's last words.  

Tend my own fire? That's so silly, this fire burns by magic; it never needs tending. He mulled his own 

words. Never needs tending...Never needs..."Tending!" he shouted to the ceiling. "What if I had to tend 

it?"  

"Light!" Candles in a copper candelabra he'd polished ‘til it sparkled, suddenly sprang to life, 

illuminating the hearth. His eyes explored every nook and cranny of the room, and nothing seemed 

usable…until he finally spied a rusted piece of metal leaning against the back of the firebox. Using a 

mitten, he reached behind the flames to retrieve the object, which he immediately doused in his 

water pot.  

A fireplace poker? With a magic flame, why would Zalton ever need one of these? Unless..."Ha!" Hoping 

Zalton might still hear, he addressed the air, "One useless implement intended for one equally 

useless apprentice to find."  

Throughout the night, he rubbed frantically until the soot gave way to the shine of gold and 

precious gems. At first light, he tried his newfound gift. "I need to leave this place."  

Taking a deep breath, Wart tentatively approached the door. With one last push, he leaned 

forward and virtually fell through the portal, landing on the cobblestone path that led to his gate. 

"Free, you cagey old fart! I'm free!" Then his thoughts turned to more pressing concerns. 

Not willing to suffer the same fate as his mentor, Wart used his father's favorite comforter, to 

weave a spell of invisibility. When the enchantment took hold, he crawled close to the alien 

encampment. Unnoticed, he watched for weaknesses and soon realized that, for all their strange new 

tools, they weren't superior beings. They lacked magic, needing to do everything by hand or with 

their clever devices.  
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Overconfident, they did not even post guards, relying instead on their machines to protect 

them. This in mind, he planted a few magical spells to confound these strangers. Nothing significant, 

he placed tripping and pollen sensitivity spells near their campfires. Stifling his laughter, he watched 

clumsy men sneezing and snorting as a myriad of little things suddenly went wrong.  

Emboldened, Wart returned home to carefully gather an arsenal. From his kitchen, he pulled 

the largest pot off its shelf, adding both spatula, ladle, and basting brush to complete the set. From 

its place of honor in Zalton's giant wardrobe, Wart added his master's prize umbrella and looking 

glass to the collection. The shed produced a shovel, pitchfork, and wheelbarrow, the latter necessary 

to carry his hardware to the battlefield.  

Once preparations were complete, Wart tucked Zalton's fireplace poker into his belt and set out 

across the open field toward the enemy camp. He drove the shovel into the ground. "I need that silo 

to fall onto its side." 

The shovel twisted and burrowed, causing the earth to swell under the silo. It rocked, slowly at 

first, growing in swells and undulating until that massive structure tottered on the brink of collapse. 

Roused from sleep, the pink-skins dashed about until one of them spotted Wart. From the silo, a 

large light-cannon rotated to point in his direction.  

As the giant weapon fired a ray of death, Wart flipped open his umbrella. "I need to be shielded 

from the light." A shimmer appeared around his sunshade as the beam of light struck in full force. 

Sparks flew and rivulets of energy ran down the umbrella's handle, arcing to the poker in Wart's belt.  

Smaller beams struck all about him, until Wart raised the looking glass. "I need complete 

reflection." Now each beam rebounded to its source, striking full force on the alien's implements of 

death. Their bodies ran red with their blood. Red! Who ever heard of red blood? Small wonder their 

skin was pink. The vile fluid was enough to turn Wart's insides upside down, but his lust for revenge 

overrode every other sentiment. 

Amid howls of pain and explosions, Wart set his pot on the ground. "I need thunderclouds to 

bring the rain for my pot." The firmament turned black as rumbling thunder erupted. Dark shadows 

roiled in the sky, accentuated by angry bolts of lightning. 

"I need energy for my poker." When nothing happened, it occurred to Wart that calling his 

power wand a poker might well have offended it. He tried again. "Power my wand!" Immediately the 

lightning intensified. 

Flash after flash, the energy flowed from the clouds overhead to the rod in his hand, filling both 

it and Wart with more power than this world had ever witnessed. Glowing with its charge, Wart 

aimed his implement at the silo. The concentrated heat of a thousand kilns slashed at an angle across 

the silo, cutting it in half.  
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Dissected parts separated from each other, tumbling into the ravine created by Wart's shovel. 

There those pieces exploded in a fireworks display that lit up the sky, reflecting off the dissipating 

thunderclouds. Once more, Wart called upon his umbrella to shield against the heat and flames his 

weapons had wrought.  

With the arrival of morning's sun, Wart took inventory. The aliens no longer breathed the air of 

Noll, their weapons reduced to rubble. Using his shovel, he requested a grave for Zalton, and 

labored in silence until his master lay safely entombed in the soil of their native land. That sad task 

complete, he conjured sufficient metal to form a crypt over Zalton's final resting place, replete with 

a life-sized likeness of his father and master. 

"Old man, you taught me well and deserve more than this." He studied the crypt until a brilliant 

smile poured out of his face. 

Pulling the ladle from his wheelbarrow, Wart announced, "I need precious metals from our 

enemies." At first, he heard nothing, but then slowly, drops of gold, silver, platinum, and copper 

flowed like sweat from the metal carcass of his defeated foe. When the ladle filled to overflowing, he 

used his spatula and basting brush to coat the statue, thus preventing future corrosion. Finally, he set 

protection wards, runes, and pentacles to protect against thievery.  

Stepping back, he realized something was yet amiss. This trampled ground seemed much too 

dull for his mentor, so he plunged his pitchfork into the ground. "I need flowers, everlasting blooms 

to give this place beauty and life." The field erupted in reds, purples, blues, and oranges. Flowers of 

varying shades and sizes now crept up the sides of the crypt to form a blanket of hues at the foot of 

Zalton's likeness. 

Satisfied with his work, Wart returned to the cottage to prepare for his future. He basked in the 

power he could feel in his bones, learned magic to safely guide his steps. Using that newfound 

strength, he conjured an ox, imbuing the animal with four-fold strength, and hitched it to the 

shepherd's wagon Zalton kept for wandering. After loading all of his implements of magic onboard, 

Wart sealed the cottage, along with its many lessons, to await his return. 

Walking beside the ox, Wart set out, pots and pans making merry music as they dangled from 

the sides of his cart. What will I do? Where will I go...perhaps the ocean, or a warmer clime or the mountains? It 

matters not what direction the road might take me, for I am Wart, son of Zalton, now a wizard full-blown, and this 

world awaits my pleasure. 

Wand in hand and humming a tune to the rhythm of his kitchenware, Wart turned his cart 

toward the sea.  

 

>>><<< 
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